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Introduction
The December Events and the Greek Riots
During December 2008 Athens and subsequently a large percentage of the Greek periphery
were gripped by a wave of contention manifesting itself in riots, demonstrations, direct
actions, sit-ins, and other diverse mobilizations which ultimately came to be known as “the
December events”. The December events were triggered by the fatal shooting of the 15-year
old pupil Alexis Grigoropoulos by a police patrol officer in the Exarcheia district of Athens
on 6 December 2008, and were initiated with three days of constant rioting, which targeted
the police, multinational enterprises and banks, and at some instances small property, and
private vehicles. Nevertheless, the range and diversity of the whole series of contentious
episodes, their duration, the amount of people whom they mobilized, their spread over the
whole of Greece, the content of the demands they produced, and the fact that they were
accompanied by solidarity protests all over the world indicate that December extended
beyond the initial trigger, beyond the rioting, even beyond targeting the police. Until 25
December demonstrations took place everyday, 800 schools and 120 University faculties
were occupied by pupils and students all over Greece, and media stations and public buildings
from the Athenian suburbs to the Turkish borders were symbolically captured or turned into
social centres. Abroad, in more than 160 cities, from Oaxaca to Seoul and from Wellington to
Moscow, people demonstrated in solidarity with the Greek uprise and eighty attacks to, or
rallies in front of Greek Embassies and Consulates were reported.
In this study therefore, I use the term “December events”, instead of the term “Greek
Riots” –coined by popular international media (Time Magazine 2008, Sunday Times 2008,
Independent 2008), scholarly reports (Economides and Monastiriotis 2009) or accounts of the
events (Wikipedia)– to refer to the whole range of collective actions and actors which
emerged and produced an empirically identifiable and analytically confined social movement
in December 2008. By social movement I refer to a set of “purposive collective actions whose
outcome, in victory as in defeat, transforms the values and institutions of society” (Castells
1997:3) and to “a sustained campaign of claim making, using repeated performances that
advertise the claim, based on organisations, networks, traditions, and solidarities that sustain
these activities” (Tilly and Tarrow 2007:8). To evoke these two definitions side by side serves
the purpose of straight away presenting the December events as a simultaneously structuring
and structured, that is dynamic, social phenomenon, and of rejecting both the notion of
movement as a unified object/outcome and the perception of contention as a mere “moment
of madness” (Zolberg 1972), which the term riot would imply.

The twofold significance of the research
The case study
Due to their proximity in time, the December events have not yet been accounted for in a
social scientific way. Despite a great amount of news reports, features and the latest
publication of the Hellenic Observatory of the London School of Economics on the
“December Riots” (Economides and Monastiriotis 2009), there has not yet been any
6

systematic attempt to define, research and analyze the whole range of mobilizations of
December. This research therefore primarily aims at explaining the violent contention which
occurred in the Greek urban centres and provinces, and which provoked solidarity protests in
the rest of the world, through comparing these different contexts and revealing their structural
and cultural differences and commonalities.
The reason why this is significant is firstly because it concerns an unprecedented wave
of contention in Greece, which seeks further explanation. Secondly, it reflects a new era for
contention, wherein the networked and information character of the post-industrial society is
manifested both in the goals of and the means used during collective action, which seeks
further elaboration. There is an urgent question raised, by both the Greek and the European
society about the reasons due to which Greece was faced with the most massive and violent
protests since the end of its military junta; protests which seem to reappear in France, Italy,
Iceland, Latvia, Bulgaria and so on. And there is also a question raised by the scholarly
community about several new characteristics of social movements, namely their use of new
media technology, their transnational reach –most recently identifiable in the Iranian election
protests of 2009– and their effort to challenge “the language and cultural codes that organize
information” (Melucci 1994), of which the December events constitute an eloquent example.
However, apart from an analysis of the December events in Greece, and of their
meaning for the rest of the world, this study aims also at recasting the analytical frameworks
through which contemporary contention is being currently analyzed. In doing so it aspires to
sustain an empirically grounded critique to the dominant “political process model”, and to
refine theoretical advances which have sprung out of its already conceptually grounded
critique.

The theoretical problematique
The academic debate concerning the study of contention and social movements has since the
late 1960s’ suffered a division between a European “identity-oriented” approach asking ‘why’
and a North American “strategy-oriented” approach asking ‘how’. The former approach
focuses on the relationship between the structures of post-industrial society –the
rationalization and consequent erosion of the public sphere with its intrusion by the market–
and the emergence of “new social movements” (NSM), publicizing alternative ways of living
through collective action (Touraine 1971, 1981, Melucci 1989, 1995, 1996). The latter
approach, which evolves around the core notion of “political process”, focuses on the way
through which economic and social resources summoned by movement industries and
organisations (resource mobilization), openings in the political structures (political
opportunity structures) and the strategic “production of mobilizing ideas and meanings”
(frames) (Bedford and Snow 2000:613) facilitate collective action. Although with the late
addition of the concept of “frames” as the representative for culture the political process
model has become the dominant paradigm in the field –ostensibly transcending the strategyidentity chasm–, several scholars have recently criticized the way that culture and structures
are dealt with by political process theorists. The purely strategic role given to culture and the
purely political role given to structures have raised doubts among scholars and the need for a
new analytical framework has been made urgent.
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Political process theorists have been accused of treating social movements as
something which is there and waits for an opening in the structures in order to be expressed
while failing to answer why that something is there in the first place (Goodwin and Jasper
1999). Jabri asserts that the political process assumption “leaves unexamined the origins of
the desires and beliefs” (1996:62) with which actors enter contention. Armstrong and
Bernstein suggest that a theory of contention “should not only explain how pre-existing actors
move from placidity to action, but should account for the creation of activist subjects”
(2008:85). Crossley reaches the same conclusion by acknowledging the normality of radical
social movements which exist in a “submerged form”, across time and “beyond moments of
madness” (2003:45). According to Crossley, “crises are an amplification of undercurrents of
protest and critique that are a more or less permanent feature of most contemporary societies;
undercurrents which manifest a social structure and which can and should be analysed”
(2003:49).
Goodwin and Jasper have also criticised the political process theory on the basis of a
“structural bias”. Firstly they observe that political opportunity structures don’t have an
invariant but a “historically and situationally contingent” effect (1999:38) and that all political
opportunity structures proposed have been at different instances proven to have both negative
and positive impact on movement action (Kriesi and Wisler 1996, de la Luz Inclán 2008).
Secondly mobilizing structures (networks and formal organisations) have been also admitted
to have differentiated effects on mobilization. As well as promoting collective action
(Crossley 2008a, Crossley 2008b, Crossley 2007, Juris 2008, Andrews and Biggs 2006),
interpersonal ties and social networks can at times exercise a downward influence upon it
(Takács et. al 2008, Kim and Bearman 1997, Pfaff 1996, McAdam and Paulsen 1993),
according to the identity they promote.
Another major critique of the political process theory is developed around the notion of
culture. Again, Goodwin and Jasper (1999) reject the confinement of culture to strategic
“frames” and suggest that culture is a not a separate, independent category, neither a purely
strategic aspect of social movements, but a constitutive element of political structures and
organisational forms. Poletta recognises the cultural dimensions of political structures and
urges contemporary scholarship to pay closer attention “to the cultural traditions, ideological
principles, institutional memories, and political taboos that create and limit political
opportunities” (1999:69) and to the interaction between “master frames” that drive protest and
dominant or alternative structures and institutions. Jabri, echoing Giddens (1984), has referred
to social structure as partly defined in terms of resources and partly in terms of regulative and
constitutive rules, that is rules both sanctioning/legitimizing action and inferring meaning to it
(1996:80). The asymmetrical distribution of power (allocative and authoritative resources) in
society gives rise to structures of domination and consequently to competing logics of
signification and legitimation (1996:83). Actors are situated in the midst of multiple mutually
reinforcing and competing systems of social structure with their own materials and logics. If
we see culture as exactly this way through which collective actors pull together the fragments
of their experience in different systems and routinize and attach meaning to them during
interaction, then social structure is transformed through a structuration of culture, that is
through action shaping and being shaped by culture.
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These observations have lead scholars to seek new models which incorporate culture
and trace the interplay between the separate pieces of the dominant paradigm. Armstrong and
Bernstein (2008) introduce a “multi-institutional politics approach” according to which
claimants not only seek to influence the polity, or are influenced by political opportunity
structures, but also target and are shaped by cultural norms which penetrate political and
social institutions. Culture is not anymore secondary or derivative, but constitutive of
structure for these scholars who see “domination as organized around multiple sources of
power, each of which is simultaneously material and symbolic” (2008:75) and therefore
political activity as concerning “both changes in classification and in allocation, that is,
changes in rules and changes in the distribution of resources” (2008:84).
In the centre of a “multi-institutional politics” approach is of course the concept of
institutions, “where distinctions made by individual social actors are translated into social
boundaries… infused with material consequences” (Armstrong and Bernstein 2008:83).
Foucault’s treatment of the prison and asylum (1965, 1977) has demonstrated the way in
which social classifications and representations are concretized in bodies and solidified in
buildings, turning distinctions and categories into material infrastructure. In this sense one
institution can provide both the means (in terms of networks, organisations, frames, political
opportunities) and the ideas and sensibilities for actors to challenge another institution. At the
same time, culture and meaning “while anchored by institutions are not reducible to
institutions” (2000:83). Meanings exceed the institutions which promote them, stretch across
institutional domains, and through time get detached from the texts and contexts which bear
them. Here, Bourdieu’s treatment of educational systems has illustrated the way in which
class based material advantages are rewarded during school, producing distinctions which
seem almost natural (Bourdieu and Passeron 1996). Thus, it is not just contradictions in
institutions, but also in discourses and meanings which shape contention.
Crossley, in a revision of Bourdieu’s “theory of praxis” (2003), introduces the concept
of “fields”, similar to that of institutions, to refer to the social movement and to its diverse
environments or “arenas of struggle” (2003:60) as interacting “games” (2003:55) with
“habitus” (normative, pre-reflexive assumptions about the rules of the game) and “capital”
aspects (material opportunities and constraints). A field, Crossley tells us, “consists of
relationships between different ‘positions’, with various types of ‘resources’, economic,
symbolic, etc., flowing between them” (2003:59). Djelic and Quack go one step further and
define institutional systems as “complex systems”, whose “openness and nestedness … lead
to complex logics of change”. “The multiplicity of institutional seeds and the interactions
between various action logics arising from these seeds are likely to lead to paths of change
with emergent qualities”, they tell us (2007:167), while Fuchs defines social movements
themselves as “complex systems”, whose self-organised protests “result in the emergence and
differentiation (production and reproduction) of protest structures” (2006:117).
The theoretical advances which have sprung from the criticism of political process
theory have not yet lead to sufficient empirical research, at least not as concrete approaches
which can be tested and verified. It has more been the case that inconsistencies of the political
process model which were met during empirical research have lead to the introduction of
these new theoretical approaches (Armstrong and Bernstein 2008:87-91). Therefore, the
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second aim and challenge of this study is to empirically experiment with new theory, which
aspires to explain both the constitution of activist subjects and their collective action.

Research Puzzle
The two issues raised in this study –that is, the analysis of the December events, and the
search of a new framework for the analysis of contention– have dictated the central puzzle of
the research conducted and the structure of the arguments presented. A comparative
examination of locales which manifested different levels of contention –ranging from violent
rioting to inaction– during the December events is chosen in order to shed light on the
different structures/cultures in which activist subjects were situated and which accordingly
constrained and inspired their collective challenges.
How do differences in the configurations of institutions and discourses (and therefore both in
actors’ opportunities/resources and representations) can explain the different repertoires of
action deployed by activist subjects in different areas of Greece and Europe, during the
December Events?
Action, although assumed unpredictable –the result of emergence in complex systems–,
is still situated within structures of domination, signification and legitimation which enable or
inspire it, invest it with meaning and pose limits to it. The task here is to identify these
structures, manifested in different configurations of institutions and discourses, and to post
hoc explain to some extend what cannot be ad hoc determined. Thus, instead of looking for
ready-made sets of deterministic conditions which may facilitate collective action, this study
aspires to promote the focus on the general relationship (both material and symbolic) between
structure/culture and collective action in a case by case mode.

Research Methodology
Since the data presented in this study has been collected with the purpose of establishing a
link between the structural/cultural domains in which action was situated and the forms which
challenge took during the December events, the chosen research methodology has been
comparative research. And since the puzzle of the research is based on the assumption that
collective action is not the inevitable result of a finite set of deterministic conditions but the
emergent product of actors’ situated interactions, data collection techniques chosen have been
mostly qualitative or –even when not purely qualitative– aiming at a qualitative representation
of the respective parameters. Specifically:
Firstly, I have comparatively examined locales which manifested an apparent diversity
in strategies (violent, confrontational and minimal or conventional contention) and sociopolitical structures (small, dense island communities as opposed to large, sparsely networked
cities, different political institutions in different countries), in order to investigate the
interplay between those diverse factors and the impact which their different configurations
had on collective action. Athens was chosen as the epicentre of collective action and a large
urban centre (gathering half of the Greek population), while Syros, Naxos and Kea for their
small size, relative isolation and closure as well as for respectively demonstrating
10

confrontational, conventional and minimal contention. Data was also collected –admittedly
not in a systematic way, responding to the researcher’s limited access to movement actors–
from sites outside Greece where solidarity actions took place.
Secondly the data collection was based on twenty semi-structured interviews with fulltime radical activists (members of political groups and collectives), leading political figures,
but also less experienced or first time participants in political contention (not members of
organised groups) from all of the locales under examination. This sample selection serves to
represent the composition of a movement which brought together both centrally positioned
radicals and neophytes or peripheral actors. Participant observation and participation in group
conversations with movement actors in popular environments (cafeteria, University, social
center) was used in order to establish features of the network (centrality of certain actors,
density of the network, foci of interaction) and to deconstruct the language used between
actors of the same network. Participant observation was also used in order to establish diverse
cultural codes as expressed through the architecture of mass demonstrations, street art, dress
and accessories of movement actors (as elaborated in Chapter 3). An extensive personal
archive of daily newspapers, weblogs and mailing list postings, video and photographic
material on the December events was used to establish actors’ strategies (as elaborated in
Chapter 1), online exchanges for purposes of coordination, sharing of information and ideas
(as elaborated in Chapters 2 and 3) and to complement the method of participant observation
in instances where one researcher was proven to be insufficient.
Finally, quantitative data was used only to produce more systematic qualitative
accounts of the events and the conditions in which these took place, and not to establish
mathematical relations between variables. A small survey (sixty questionnaires) conducted in
the schools of Naxos –where it was proven difficult to interview the pupils and instructors
directly, although their participation in the December events was said to be determinative–
was used in order to qualitatively depict the social relations (interpersonal ties, positions in
the societal network and channels of information) between this part of the population and the
rest of the Naxian society. The quantitative recording of actors’ strategies (as presented in
Chapter 1) was chosen not in order to establish correlation between strategies and another
quantitative size, but in order to accurately, systematically and concisely –however, not
comprehensively, due to restraints posed by time and resources– depict the whole range of
micromobilizations which occurred during December.
In the chapters which compose this thesis I firstly present data concerning the strategies
which actors deployed in the locales under examination during December 2008 (Chapter 1).
Then I offer a theoretical analysis of the background of contention in terms of institutions and
discourses (Chapter 2) and an empirical analysis of the collective identity raised by the
December movement –as expressed in its goals, means and relations to the environment–
(Chapter 3), in order to identify the process of construction through which collective actors
pull together meanings from across different domains of social structure, different periods in
time and different spaces and translate them into concrete articulations and actions. Finally in
Chapter 4, I examine the outcomes of the December events and the systemic change which
they set in motion, in order to further illustrate the structuration of material/symbolic systems,
that is their reproduction and transformation through social practice.
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Strategies and Targets
In this chapter an extensive –yet not exhaustive– account of movement strategies, size and
composition in the sites under examination is presented, based on an archive of electronic and
print sources, as well as on semi-structured interviews with activists (see Appendix I).

Athens
Rioting spurred in the Exarcheia district two hours after the fatal shooting of Alexis
Grigoropoulos on Saturday, 6 December 2008 and the Polytechnic, the Law and the
Economic and Business (ASOEE) faculties were occupied by some thousand people from
leftist and anarchist collectives and smaller affinity groups. A more vivid description of that
night is provided by Spyros, a key activist directly involved in the occupation of the Law
Faculty:
As we were sitting in Exarcheia square, a riot police squad arrived and then an old guy
came and said ‘I held him in my own hands, he is shot; he is dead’. People started
shouting to the policemen ‘you are assassins’, a policeman provoked by laughing and
there was a small clash … In half hour tops there were people coming to the square,
and we were calling comrades and friends that maybe a kid is shot, ‘come down and we
will see what’s going on’…We had a telephone confirmation from the hospital where
the boy was taken that he was dead. After this, we started provoking the police with
small, sentimental attacks, not organised, with our fists and shouting, throwing beer
cans, and so on…We decided as a group to split and occupy the Law Faculty of
Athens. We were in direct communication with the New Left Stream, a nonparliamentary leftist group, which decided to do the same. The members of our group
disassembled, dispersed, in order not to provoke the attention of the police, and
occupied the Law School, and the leftist group organised a spontaneous demonstration
and came to support the struggle. We created barricades and started clashing with the
riot police units, breaking banks and putting fire to big multinational shops.1
On Sunday 7 December 2008 a spontaneous mass demonstration to the Central Police
Headquarters of Athens broke in the middle as clashes with police erupted, flaming barricades
were set up and petrol bombs were thrown to commercial buildings, cars and banks. On
Monday 8 December 2008 thousands of pupils attacked police stations all over Athens, and
then marched to the Central Police Headquarters along with parents and professors. Giorgos,
a high-school pupil, recalled that day:
On Sunday there were a lot of SMS among the pupils discussing a possible occupation
of the school, which we did on Monday. And from the occupation we started a

1

Author’s interview with Spyros, law student, member of the Antiauthoritarian Movement (AK), and
key participant in the December events. 16 May 2009. Athens, Greece.
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spontaneous demonstration to the police station of Piraeus. Many of us threw rocks to
the policemen... Our slogan was ‘the state kills its children’.2
Separate demonstrations were also organised by KKE (Greek Communist Party) and SYRIZA
(party Coalition of the Radical Left) and in the evening a mass demonstration was followed
by riots and the burning of the Christmas tree in the Syntagma square of Athens. Small riots
took place in several neighbourhoods of Athens during the day. On Tuesday 9 December
2008 the riots in suburban neighbourhoods escalated. A morning rally outside the cemetery
where the funeral of Alexis Grigoropoulos was being held turned violent. In the Zefyri Roma
camps a police station was ambushed by a burning van. An evening mass demonstration
towards the Parliament ended up in riots.
In these first three days 435 business enterprises were smashed or burnt. Sixteen banks,
two supermarkets, two hotels, three theatres and cinemas, forty chain stores and multinational
enterprises, and 372 small or medium size businesses were damaged (Athens Chambers of
Commerce and Industry 2008). Forty-five policemen were injured, while six police vehicles
and forty police equipment were destroyed (Hellenic Police 2008). Dozens of police stations
were targeted by pupils across Athens and ministries and party offices were set on fire.
Iasonas’ account of these days portrays how this came to be:
We threw stones, took clubs, attacked the police, smashed banks and threw Molotov.
We did everything you can do except using guns against the police units. And we were
part of large demonstrations that cheered and applauded for this. It was part of
movement violence, where it was a common idea of the people or the majority of
people. For example it was not us who attacked police stations. Pupils did. All over
Greece pupils attacked.3
Since 6 December until 31 January in Athens alone there were: 350 occupations of
schools and thirty occupations of University Faculties, sixty-eight direct action events (attacks
at police-stations, prisons or private property, sit-ins, blockades of avenues, civil
disobedience, electronic civil disobedience, the firebombing of the Christmas tree in the
Syntagma square), forty-six interventions/performances (interventions in theatres, shopping
malls, working places, entertainment and commercial zones and media stations, redistribution
of looted commerce to people on the streets, flyer distribution, concerts, dancing
performances, street theatre and happenings, hanging of banners from the Acropolis), twentyseven demonstrations (eleven resulting in riots), twenty-one rallies (four resulting in riots),
twenty weblogs created on the Internet, fifteen occupations of public buildings (town halls,
municipal cafeterias, headquarters of the Confederation of Greek Workers, headquarters of
the Athens Journalists’ Union, National Opera House, three University buildings), four
2

Author’s interview with Giorgos, pupil of the 9th General Lyceum of Piraeus, who participated in the
December events. 20 May 2009. Piraeus, Greece.
3
Author’s interview with Iasonas, sociology student, member of the Antiauthoritarian Movement
(AK), and key participant in the December events. 16 May 2009. Athens, Greece.
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general strikes, numerous graffiti and stencil on walls, shop-blinders, statues and means of
transportation.
Out of these events (not counting the occupations of schools and Universities), fiftyone had unknown participation, forty-nine had the exclusive participation of anarchist
collectives, affinity groups or/and non-parliamentary leftist groups, forty-seven had solely
pupils’ participation, twenty were organised by students of Fine Arts and Drama schools,
thirteen had general participation (pupils, students’ associations, labour unions, anarchist
collectives, leftist groups, parties of the far left, affinity groups, immigrants’ associations), six
were organised by parliamentary parties (PASOK Pan-Hellenic Socialist Party, SYRIZA and
KKE), three solely by OLME, POSDEP and DOE (Pan-Hellenic Federation of State School
Teachers of Secondary Education, Pan-Hellenic Federation of University Instructors’
Associations and Pan-Hellenic Federation of Teachers Unions), two by GSEE and ADEDY
(Confederation of Greek Workers and High Administration of Public Servants), and ten by
other agencies (Exarcheia Residents Initiative, migration societies, Hackers against
Oppression, musicians’ and dancers’ collectives). Thirty of these events were anti-lifestyle
(against consumerism, commercialization of art and entertainment), nine were explicitly and
exclusively targeting the media, nine focused solely on the release of the detainees of the
revolt, eight targeted exclusively banks and multinational shops, seven were focused on
education, six on labour rights, three were declared in memorial of Alexandros
Grigoropoulos, three were anti-racist, while the rest were anti-police and anti-establishment,
or general acts of civil disobedience. Sixty of these events occurred in suburban
neighbourhoods of Athens. To these numbers I have not included the five demonstrations,
two rallies and two direct actions which took place since 22 December to protest the attack
with sulphuric acid of the immigrant syndicalist and general secretary of the Panattic Union
of Cleaners and Domestic Personnel, Konstantina Kuneva, or the six demonstrations and one
direct action which took place in the same period against the Israeli war in Gaza.

Syros
In the period between 6 December and 31 January, nine demonstrations (out of which one
resulted in orange and egg throwing at the police), four interventions (a flyer distribution
against the local media, a concert, an alternative Christmas tree in the Central Square of
Syros, and a hacking intervention), four direct actions (attacks with paint at police stations
and banks, torn tires of private vehicles) one rally and one general strike took place. There
was one sit-in in the Prefecture Building of the South Aegean and one occupation of the
Faculty of Products and Systems Design –the only University Faculty in Syros–, which lasted
two months. In the days 13-15 February, the students of the Faculty of Syros organised a
three-day festival called “React: Breaking our cages” about the December events, including
video-art, sculpture, painting, street art, theatre and music (see Appendix II). Out of these
events eleven had only students’ participation, four general participation (students, pupils,
instructional personnel, residents), three had exclusively pupils’ participation, three had
unknown participation, and one was organised by labour unions. The composition of the
movement however can be better described in Giorgos’ terms, since he, as a central political
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figure within the movement and a participant in almost all the actions, could provide an
overall picture of who was there:
December was limited to the students, some pupils of the Gymnasium and Lyceum,
and some people from other cities, appointed in Syros as teachers and civil servants,
through their associations. Syndicates and locals did very few things. Our professors
did not participate in general, apart from one or two who attended the students’
assemblies, although we were constantly asking for the engagement and guidance,
calling them on the phone and sending them letters.4

Naxos
In Naxos the contentious events amount to three schools under occupation, three interventions
in solidarity with the detained of the December revolt organised by the Autonomous Initiative
of Naxos, one demonstration of pupils’ and residents’ participation and one rally outside the
central police station where pupils threw eggs at the police.

Kea
On 9 December 2008 there was a small pupils’ picket in Kea’s capital. The vice-mayor of
Kea, Giorgos Eugenikos, described the event:
Some pupils from the Gymnasium and Lyceum of Kea, with a few teachers, made a
march in Ioulida, with pickets demanding “freedom and education”. Apart from this,
there was only social dialogue in the cafes of the island. The issue was discussed
among the elders.5

Abroad
The count of contentious events outside the Greek borders results in 171 solidarity rallies and
demonstrations (out of which seventy took place outside Greek Consulates or Embassies) and
eighty-two direct action events (out of which twenty-six were attacks or occupations of Greek
Embassies or Consulates) in over 160 cities across continents. On 20 December 2008 alone,
the Global Day of Action against State Terror, sixty-seven events were declared in solidarity
to the Greek uprise. Again Spyros, member of the Antiauthoritarian Movement with ties and
connections all over Europe explained to me who the actors who mobilized were:
We sent chain mails to every organization our group is affiliated with. And our group
has a lot of relations abroad, in comparison to others. In Germany we have affiliation
with twenty groups, with fifteen groups from Italy, and many more, mainly anarchist,
autonomous and anarcho-syndicalist. But the main solidarity actions abroad were

4

Author’s interview with Giorgos, student of the Aegean University in Syros and leading figure in the
December events. 8 May 2009. Syros, Greece.
5
Author’s interview with Giorgos Eugenikos, vice-mayor and president of the municipal council of
Kea. 12 May 2009. Kea,Greece.
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spontaneous initiatives by Greek students or immigrants in affiliation with foreigners
who were not part of organised groups.6
His account is also confirmed by Greek informants in The Netherlands and in Slovakia who
during December mobilized systematically in solidarity to the Greek movement. Giannis and
Christina, Greek immigrants in Leiden, described the demonstrations in The Hague and in
Amsterdam towards the Greek Embassy and the Greek Organization for Tourism
respectively: “we were mostly Greek students or workers and some Dutch anarchists from
social centres…we shouted slogans in Greek and in English. ‘Alexis, in Greece, was killed by
the police’”.7 Info-nights in Rotterdam and Leiden where organised in Dutch squats and social
centres but through Greek immigrants’ initiatives.8 In Bratislava, Greek students composed
the majority of the movement according to Manos:
It was posted on Indymedia that there would be a rally in front of the Greek Embassy,
and so I went. It was just Greek students from the faculties of Pharmacy and
Medicine…The first day it was completely unorganized and we said to meet up the
next day for a sit-in in the Embassy. Just two people knew what it meant to do a sitin…We went, rang the door-bell, nobody opened. When someone tried to enter I put
my leg and didn’t let the door close. We stayed at the stairs, waiting for the
ambassador. He was friendly and of course he didn’t let us occupy the building… We
sat outside the Embassy, raised our banner, took some pictures and uploaded them on
Indymedia in the topic ‘solidarity abroad’…Our banner said ‘Greek police murders in
cold blood. Alexis Grigoropoulos’.9
At the same time, photographs of demonstrations raising banners exclusively in
Korean, Portuguese, Spanish, Russian, Turkish, Bulgarian etc. or texts distributed and letters
sent by foreign affinity groups from all around the world indicate that solidarity actions were
also organised without the initiative or support of Greek diasporas, solely responding to a
transnational movement of solidarity and not to a Greece-specific uprise. On 24 December
2008 a flyer was distributed in Sarajevo in Bosnian: “we are going to make a march to the
Greek Embassy in Skenderija. With this act we want to join thousands of people all over the
world, who are revolting against everyday oppression from the state”. The same text was
announced by the Bosnian activists in English in the Greek Indymedia website. Dozens of
texts like this, posted and re-posted all over the blogosphere, and travelling throughout the
world are the evidence of a transnational movement which has little to do with what is
specifically Greek, but whose massive expression in Greece had a lot to do with what is
specifically Greek as elaborated in the chapters to follow.
6

Author’s interview with Spyros. 16 May 2009. Athens, Greece.
Author’s interview with Giannis, Greek immigrant in Leiden, who participated in the December
events. 15 June 2009. Leiden, The Netherlands.
8
Author’s interview with Christina, Greek immigrant in Leiden, who participated in the December
events. 15 June 2009. Leiden, The Netherlands.
9
Author’s telephone interview with Manos, Greek Erasmus student in Bratislava, who participated in
the December events. 9 June 2009.
7
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Opportunities and Constraints for action
In Chapter 1 an attempt was made to systematically account for the different actions deployed
by movement actors in different contexts during the December events. In this chapter this
account will serve as a starting point in order to understand how these diverse strategies might
have been constrained or facilitated by what scholars of the political process tradition call
political opportunity structures and resource mobilization or by what I call political and social
structure/culture.

Political Opportunity Structures
Analytical ambivalence
With the term political opportunity structures scholars have referred to “features of regimes
and institutions that facilitate or inhibit a political actor’s collective action and to changes in
those features” (Tilly and Tarrow 2007:49). Tarrow has defined political opportunities as
“new or expanded opportunities” which “signal the vulnerability of the state to collective
action, thereby opening up space for others” (1999:61). McAdam, McCarthy and Zald have
acknowledged that “most political movements and revolutions are set in motion by social
changes that render the established political order more vulnerable or receptive to challenge”
(1999:8). Some of these scholars also discern “cultural” or “media opportunity structures” as
domains distinct from political opportunity structures (McAdam 1994, McCarthy 1994).
This variety of definitions however comes not without a backload of analytical
ambivalences. The oscillation between short-term (“expansions” or “changes” in) political
opportunities and long-term political structures, between political and cultural/media
structures, between the subjective and the objective, between regimes and institutions,
produces methodological problems on one hand, and on the other hand exposes the concept’s
problematique ontology. When scholars ask “when and under which conditions do social
movement campaigns arise out of movement bases, what kind of institutional frameworks
offer them opportunities and which ones suppress their emergence” (Tilly and Tarrow
2007:126) they emphasise the temporal ontology of political opportunities, while with the
term “structures” they point out to durable characteristics of the political system. When
scholars set the “regime” –“regular relationships among governments, established political
actors, challengers, and outside political actors, including other governments”, by definition
existing “where governments operate at larger than a local scale” (Tilly and Tarrow 2007: 4556)– or the “state” as units of analysis, they ignore the local level of interaction which can
produce different configurations of institutions than the ones discernable on the regime/state
level. Finally, when scholars of this tradition affirm that “mediating between opportunity and
action are people and the subjective meanings they attach to their situations” (McAdam
1994:48), they suggest a subjective reading of political opportunity, as opposed to the
objective recording of concrete structures.
In this section, I argue that political structures –manifesting themselves in institutions
and discourses both beyond and below the regime level– do not have a significance as directly
creating temporal opportunities for action, but constitute the background in which social
norms, meanings and resources shaping contention are all constructed.
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Empirical Reflections
In the case of the December events evidence shows that concrete political opportunities,
namely the state’s repressive capacity, a multiplicity of centres of power within the regime, an
instability of current political alignments, influential allies or supporters for the challengers
and the openness of the regime to new actors (Tilly and Tarrow 2007:57), cannot fully
account for collective action in the locales under examination:
Firstly if we consider it as a set of opportunities for collective action, we have to
consider what the action was targeting. The evidence here indicates that most of the actions
targeted society and culture rather than making concrete demands to the polity, bargaining
specific interests or exercising pressure over specific policies. Out of the 258 instances of
collective or direct action accounted for in Chapter 1 within Greece –not counting the
occupations of schools and Universities–, only seventeen expressed concrete demands or
propositions for reform (in education and labour). The rest of the events constituted actions of
protest against consumerism or the corporate media, street clashes with police, attacks at
police stations and multinational shops or banks, acts of civil disobedience, solidarity or
festivity, interventions in theatres, occupations of public buildings furthering the idea of selforganization. The four general demands advanced by the movement –“abolition of the riot
police units, disarmament of the police patrols, fall of the ‘regime of murderers’ and
immediate release of the detainees of the revolt”10- were not directly appealing to the
government, demanding inclusion or reform, but were aspiring to transcend the government,
and the two-party system and diffuse into society at large. As Iasonas and Maria, direct
participants in the events explained:
This word ‘regime’, and not government, was a result of a big political argument and
clash in the squats and in the political agenda –not the parliamentary, but the
movementary–, because we wanted to emphasis that it is not only the government that
is responsible but the whole parliamentary system.11
I went to the demonstrations as a sign of protest: ‘we are awake, we are here and we
demand justice and freedom’. I had my hopes raised that something would change in
the people, in how they react to things, in how active they are. On the government level
I had no hopes that something would change, and nothing changed.12
In this light, we can understand why influential allies, such as Greece’s Communist
Party (KKE), the Coalition of the Radical Left party (SYRIZA) and the two peak
confederations of labour unions (GSEE and ADEDY), although offering their support, were
isolated or even targeted by the movement. The headquarters of GSEE were symbolically
occupied “to flay and uncover the role of the trade union bureaucracy in the undermining of
10

Author’s interview with Iasonas. 16 May 2009. Athens, Greece.
Ibid.
12
Author’s interview with Maria. professional dancer who participated in the December events. 14
May 2009. Athens, Greece.
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the insurrection” (GSEE FreeZone 2008), KKE members marched alone in four separate
demonstrations and SYRIZA not being able to maintain a stable position for or against the
“hood-bearers” (people wearing hoods or masks during riots and demonstrations) suffered
finally the rejection of both the demonstrators and part of its constituency. The unarguable
multiplicity of centres of power within the Greek regime, due to the historic permeating
function of mass political parties in all aspects of society (Sotiropoulos 2004, 2006,
Featherstone 2005) was not directly exploited during December, since it was not political
parties which mobilized the bulk of the movement.
In this light we can also claim that the superficial instability in political alignments was
not creating opportunities for inclusion, but instead served to further erode the regime’s
legitimacy before society. In December 2008 the Greek government of New Democracy had
the slimmest majority in Parliament with 151 out of 300 seats, after the expulsion of the MP
P. Tatoulis on 10 November 2008 (New Democracy 2008), and the Pan-Hellenic Socialist
Party (PASOK) was leading in the opinion polls, yet New Democracy’s president Costas
Karamanlis remained more popular as a leader than PASOK’s president, Giorgos Papandreou
(Featherstone 2009). The involvement of government and opposition officials in two large
scandals was displayed daily in newspapers and TV news since August 2008 and Greece
ranked fifty-seventh out of 180 countries in the Corruptions Perceptions Index of 2008, one
position worse than the previous year (Transparency International 2007, 2008). However the
stable “two-partyism” of PASOK and New Democracy alternating in government since 1981
without any significant challengers (Pappas 2003) demonstrates an overall stability of
political alignments, albeit the temporal volatility of the ruling party.
Finally only in this light can we explain the positive impact that the regime’s closure to
new actors and the augmenting state’s repressive capacity had on collective action. In Greece
of the stable “two-partyism”, of “clientelist corporatist” relations between bureaucracy and
organised interests (Tsoukalas 1987), and of a weak civil society politically factionalized
along party affiliations and controlled by parties through clientelism and populism
(Sotiropoulos 2006), it is clear that the only stable sources of power are political parties,
penetrating both civil services and civil society. Moreover, the repressive capacity of the state
in the year that preceded the December events augmented from 48,000 police officers to
51,000 in 2007 (Eurostat 2007), while arrests of members of the anti-authoritarian and
anarchist world by police doubled between the years 2006 and 2007 (Lambropoulos 2008). In
fact, in the first weeks of the revolt there were 273 arrests, sixty-seven detainments and
thousands of adductions, along with two incidents of police shooting, and numerous instances
of recorded police violence towards demonstrators (Eleutherotypia 2008, Ta Nea 2008, Avgi
2008). The regime was neither more open to new actors, nor less repressive. What had
changed was that the public was more susceptible to anti-regime actors and would appear to
be less condemning.
Another point worth raising here is that the qualification of political opportunity
structures in the strict sense of “openings” and on the strict level of the “regime” cannot
justify such a large discrepancy in strategies between locales in Greece. The minimal form
contention took in Kea and the violent in Athens show that the political is not limited to the
state and that the regime does not remain unaffected by local particularities and interactions.
Nevertheless, also on this local level, islands with greater repressive capacity were the ones
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which manifested greater contention. In Naxos, a new Department of Security, a new
Division of Tourist Police, and the B’ Division of Cyclades Police were established during
2007 (Greek Ministry of Interior 2007) and in Syros the police would repeatedly “stop
students on the streets for random control of IDs” or “humiliate students and immigrants
coming out of the ferry”,13 while in Kea “the locals have a form of unofficial liberty; they
arrange their own affairs and there is a strong solidarity within the island vis-à-vis the
police”.14
Nor can openings or expansions in political structures account for collective action in
countries outside Greece. In some cases, the population that participated in solidarity
mobilizations –mainly Greek students– was not familiar with the political structures of the
hosting country. This fact is vividly reflected in the way Manos, a key activist among the few
who mobilized in Bratislava in solidarity to the Greek revolt, described the political situation
in Slovakia:
I don’t know what is happening in Slovakia. Mostly we have faced bad treatment by
Slovaks, as foreigners, in bars, and that is why I say that they have mostly fascist and
not other collectivities. But I am not sure.15
In the Netherlands, Greek and Dutch activists, although neither responding to expanding
opportunities, had a different understanding of strategies according to their political culture.
As depicted in Christina’s recollection:
What was impressive was that even the anarchists here disapproved of the burning and
smashing of shops and banks, or clashes with police. Their logic is far from
confrontational; the culture here is one of problem solving and political dialogue.16
French activists that mobilized in solidarity with the Greek movement did not perceive a
greater opportunity within France for advancing their struggle:
Sarkozy has started with this line of policy since he was Minister of Interior. There was
a lot of repression, also the problem with the banlieus; he used to provoke them by
sending cops everyday. And now he continues in the same logic, only worse. Where
there is a manifestation you will have a hundred kids and two thousand cops,
completely armed. You can see it in the Strasbourg NATO Summit now, this
criminalization of the movement… you could not see these things happening some
years ago.17

13

Author’s interview with Giorgos. 8 May 2009. Syros, Greece.
Author’s interview with Giorgos Eugenikos. 12 May 2009. Kea, Greece.
15
Author’s telephone interview with Manos. 9 June 2009.
16
Author’s interview with Christina. 15 June 2009. Leiden, The Netherlands.
17
Author’s telephone interview with Elise, student in Paris, who participated in the December events. 2
July 2009.
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We have to therefore place these actions within a wider transnational movement of solidarity,
which circumvents national political structures and responds and is shaped by a transnational
political system put in place by processes of globalization and the restructuring of
international relations.

Political Structure and Culture
What is argued here is that different configurations of political institutions of every level
(national, local and transnational) produce through social interaction different meanings of the
political. To say that a stable checklist of political opportunities can account for collective
action is to ignore both the contingent impact that interactions among diverse political
institutions may have and the line of continuity that bonds the present with the past producing
reified meanings – discourses– of the political in a given society. Political structures do not
only generate opportunities, they also inspire and frame action, they shape through interaction
a certain political “habitus” (Bourdieu 1977), a political culture. As Poletta puts it:
Structures are cultural (although not only cultural). The task is not to abandon an
emphasis on “objective” political structures in favour of potential insurgents’
“subjective” perceptions and valuations of political structures, but to probe the
(objective) resources and constraints generated by the cultural dimensions of political
structures (1999:64).
Greece’s political structure/culture has fortunately been largely theorized by several political
analysts, whose contributions I will try to summarize here for the purpose of placing the
December events in their historic context.
Having dodged an industrial revolution and the consequent bourgeois revolution of the
early 19th century, Greece implanted parliamentarism “at a time when the capitalist mode of
production was peripheral in the social formation” (Mouzelis 1987:144). The construction of
the modern Greek state in 1821 entailed the introduction in the country “of Western, liberal
political institutions and their grafting onto traditional and precapitalist, indigenous structures
that were essentially the product of the long Byzantine (church) and Ottoman (state)
heritages” (Diamandouros 1994:11). The gradual degradation of the large Ottoman Empire
preceding its fall, with rising phenomena of arbitrariness, lawlessness and corruption in the
periphery and with the precipitous rise of Greeks kotzampasides in the local, regional or
imperial administration inherited to a newly founded Greek state firstly “the conception of the
state as the source of all power, the dispenser of rights” (Diamandouros 1994:20) and
secondly a political consensus built upon a system of favours and patronage between the
central government, the local kotzampasides –who remained an evolving institution
throughout the 20th century– and their constituencies (Charalampis 1989). This incorporation
of the masses into the political system did not foster horizontal ties and the evolution of a
strong civil society (Mouzelis1987, Sotiropoulos 2006), but “was done in a ‘vertical fashion’,
as in patron-client relationships” (Sotiropoulos 2006:17).
This process of state building, along with a religious discourse and collective memory
of the Byzantium and Eastern Orthodoxy as in need of protection against the Western
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Crusaders and Catholicism and the Ottoman legacy played a major role in the crafting of –
what Diamandouros (1994) calls– an “underdog culture”:
This is a culture marked by a pronounced introvertedness; a powerful statist orientation
coupled with a profound ambivalence concerning capitalism and the market
mechanism; a decided preference for paternalism and protection, and a lingering
adherence to precapitalist practices…. Reflecting the historical absence of large
property ownership in the country, the lack of pronounced class distances in Greek
society, and the highly contested character of the state-building process, this culture is
also distinguished by a potent, indeed levelling, egalitarianism and by the predominant
role which it assigns to the state in its relations with society.
Greece’s late industrialization, following –instead of preceding– the creation of the republic,
“effectively prevented the emergence of integrative cultural processes capable of investing the
new order with hegemonic legitimacy” (Diamandouros, 1994:7). And during the last quarter
of the 19th century, through the Greek bourgeois diasporas and their demand for liberal
reform, a second political discourse, a “reformist culture” (Diamandouros 1994), appeared.
These two political discourses have to be seen a being gradually detached from specific
institutions, classes, or parties crosscutting all the former categories, and at times co-existing
and therefore constantly reproducing themselves within similar structures.
The post-Second World War and post-Civil War regime –whether liberal (1949-1967)
or authoritarian (1967-1974) – saw “the underdog culture” swelling under swelling social
conditions:
Legal and/or political disenfranchisement of those associated, or suspected of
association with the vanquished side in the civil war; massive internal migration to the
cities; a rapid swelling of already large petit bourgeois strata; the integration of these
newcomers into a variety of low-productivity employments; the vast expansion of an
already overinflated and hydrocephalous state- and wider-public sector; and their
strong links to the mechanisms of a powerful underground economy which vastly
expanded over time (Diamandouros 1994:35).
As the process of transition to democracy after the fall of the military junta went under way,
the incorporation of the political forces marginalized and criminalized after the civil war and
the abolition of the “illiberal triarchy of political power (Crown-Army-Parliament)
undermining democratic activity” until then (Mouzelis 1978: 126) signified a landmark
moment for Greek politics. In this moment the socialist party of PASOK was founded and
eventually elected to represent the agrarian, working class and petit-bourgeois strata and to
reproduce the “underdog discourse” of egalitarianism through populism, of unmediated power
through strong party leadership, of distributive justice through clientelism (Diamandouros
1994:39). This meant that:
After 1974 the parties of the Left (above all, PASOK) built party-led labour
organizations and exerted heavy influence on professional associations and even social
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movement organizations, such as students’ and women’s associations. As a
consequence, in each domain (labour relations, education, etc.), party-led organizations
encountered one another in a manner that reflected cleavages of the party system. Such
party-dominated organizations occupied and divided amongst themselves the available
seats in the governing bodies of peak associations…. This monitoring “from above”
was accomplished with the help of an often docile judiciary which produced court
decisions changing the composition of the governing boards of peak labour
associations. Monitoring “from above” was also effected by the Ministry of Labour
which controlled the finances of peak associations (Sotiropoulos 2004:16-17).
Furthermore, the sweeping victory of PASOK, a centre-left party, at this moment in time lead
to the fragmentation and “political marginalization of the communist left” (Pappas 2003:96)
and to the solidification of a two-party system in Greece (2003:101).
In the years that followed, PASOK’s second term in power ended in 1989 with a
political crisis and a general disillusionment, caused by financial scandals, fraud, and the
party’s failure to deliver the promised goods, and preparing “the ground for the rise of
political alienation and apathy” (Lyrinztis 2005:253). The large redistribution of material
resources of the state –with an enormous expansion of the state and public sector– to
PASOK’s constituency was accompanied by decline in productivity, and large spending of
EU funding and was followed in 1985 by an austerity program (Diamandouros 1994:52).
Lyrintzis (2005:253) mentions also the international political context, with the fall of the
Berlin Wall, as well as the end of traditional political communication and electoral practice in
Greece (mass demonstrations, pamphlets and posters, rallies) with the creation of private
television and radio channels as contributing to the general mistrust and cynicism that Greeks
are found to demonstrate after the late 1980s (Kafetzis 1994 and 1997). These years also
marked the prevalence of the “reformist culture” in Greek politics, which saw in the European
Union “a potent agent of rationalization” and exodus form the crisis (Diamandouros 1994:
43). Indeed, since 1998, with the change of PASOK’s administration, the Europeanization of
Greek politics has become a constant aspiration. “Populism is less evident. Voting behaviour
shows declining party attachment.... The policy style has changed, with a greater recognition
of the need for technocratic input” (Featherstone 2005:237-238).
Nevertheless, the institutional and discursive continuities which have been elaborated
here have produced a political system characterized by two-partyism, statist or clientelist
corporatist relationships between the state and formal civil society and the labour movement
(Sotiropoulos 2006, Tsoukalas 1993), the existence of a pluralist informal civil society
(Sotiropoulos 2004), powerful mass parties-agents of bureaucratic clientelism (Charalampis
1989, Featherstone 2005), a large but inefficient state and administrative structure
(Sotiropoulos 1993), high political centralization with local administrations dependant on
Athens for funding (Featherstone 2005:230, Hajiyanni 2004:90-91), two conflicting political
cultures seeking or resisting rationalization and modernization (Diamandouros 1994), mistrust
in political parties and institutions despite rent-seeking behaviour (Lyrintzis 2005) and
because of the above “a political setting of stalemate between contending veto points”
(Featherstone 2005:226) . To these characteristics I must add a deep mistrust towards the
army, after the fall of the military junta (Mouzelis 1978, Charalambis 1985), an “exclusivist
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notion of ‘Greekness’” (Featherstone 2005:230), as part of the underdog culture’s
retrenchment, and a masculine representation of politics, fostered by the limitations in the
feminist movement and female political participation which the delay in economic
development and the prolonged civil war and dictatorship posed (Maratou-Alipranti
2004:113).
We must keep in mind that, although “national institutional systems are highly
structuring and powerful systems”, they are at the same time “increasingly set and nested
within higher-order i.e. transnational institutional frames” (Djelic and Quack 2007:162). They
have been historically constructed in relation to high-order systems (industrialization,
capitalism, republicanism, modernization etc.) and now, with the structural crisis of a State
gradually “bypassed by the global flows of capital, goods, services, technology,
communication and information” (Castells 1997:243), even more. Therefore, the traditional
extreme power which mass political parties hold within the Greek society has to be seen in
parallel with the erosion of party power within the new global order and the traditional
relationship between the Greek state and society has to be seen in parallel with the increasing
material and symbolic circumvention of the State and the consequent change in structures of
domination within the “network society”.
The political institutions and discourses elaborated above constitute the background of
social interaction, before and during contention. In the remaining of this study the previous
analysis will serve to situate the December events in a normative, symbolic and material
political context.

Resource Mobilization
Analytical Entrenchment
Based on the same ontological assumptions –that is, that collective action will occur only
when the selective benefits actors expect to receive exceed the selective costs they expect to
pay (Olson, 1965)– scholars have advanced the theoretical model of “resource mobilization”
to account for collective action. According to this model, “political opportunities are but a
necessary prerequisite to action. In the absence of sufficient organization -whether formal or
informal-, such opportunities are not likely to be seized” (McAdam, McCarthy and Zald
1999:8). Organization, or “social movement bases” (Tilly and Tarrow 2007), refers to the
“aggregation of resources (money and labour)” by “social movement organizations”
(McCarthy and Zald 1977:1216), as well as “the range of everyday life micromobilizations
and structural social locations that are not aimed primarily at movement mobilization, but
where mobilization may be generated” including “family units, friendship networks,
voluntary associations, work units, and elements of the state structure itself” (McCarthy
1999:141).
The attention paid to organization owes to Olson’s observation (1965) that in small
clusters of individuals, in which information about each member’s intentions can diffuse
rapidly to all other members, it is strong social control, trust and reciprocity that will create
the selective costs and benefits for individuals. Based on the findings of social network
analysis which admit dense cohesive clusters to induce “normative, symbolic, and cultural
structures that affect behavior” (Granovetter 1992:35), trust, social capital (Coleman 1988)
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rapid spread of information (Granovetter 1973,1983) and the consequent reduction of freeriding, social movement scholars have contested that social movements form around dense
groups which in times of big campaigns strategically link to other groups through “brokers”
in order to accumulate resources (Diani 1990, 1995, Rosenthal 1985). In the same spirit,
computer-mediated-communication has been admitted to have a positive impact on collective
action since it reinforces the density of ties between users at physical proximity or bridges the
“structural holes” (Burt 2000) between users without previous links.
In this section it is argued that the existence of dense clusters or of social movement
organizations cannot account for collective action, since these mobilizing structures are only
relevant when they promote a relevant identity, that is when they are historically constructed
in such a way as to promote specific representations of the possible and the desirable.

Empirical Reflections
A first brief point worth raising in relation to the December events is that most of the
organizations and networks which participated did not serve as formal aggregators of
financial resources. The students’ associations, pupils’ coordinating bodies, affinity groups,
squats, social centres and open assemblies which mobilized the biggest part of the movement
served primarily as coordinating and decision making mechanisms rather than providing
financial support for the struggle. The December events were mostly fuelled and funded by
intense individual labour which had principally low cost, but some times caused expulsions
from jobs, loss of salaries or academic semesters. As actors throughout Greece confirmed:
Of course the economic cost is measurable and it hurts. But we are members of a class
that gives us some ability to survive and be unemployed… However, some people lost
their jobs in order to participate. For example, we had a comrade who had finally at his
forty-five years of age found a stable job as a furniture carpenter, but left it in order to
participate in the revolt and didn’t recover.18
We, the whole department, lost our semester because we kept the University under
occupation for so long –we were almost the last faculty to terminate occupation. We
only opened after the React Festival, in late February, after the exam period was over.19
Finally, quite indicative of the point I want to make here is the fact that in Kea, our case study
of negative collective action, the only organizations which have in the recent past functioned
as mobilizing structures are aggregators of economic funds (municipal council, cultural clubs,
formal associations, political parties) and yet that did not amount to collective action this
time. For example, the vice-mayor of Kea explains how mobilization was achieved in the
island the year before the December events:
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Author’s interview with Spyros. 16 May 2009. Athens, Greece.
Author’s interview with Roza, student of the Aegean University in Syros who participated in the
December events. 7 May 2009. Syros, Greece.
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The whole island got dressed in black because the Ministry cut the budget for the
reparation of the port of Kea. We put black flags outside every shop and house and
hang banners with the slogan “the dreams of the people of Kea and drowning”… The
common way of organizing a mobilization in Kea is through the municipal council.
That time both the ruling party and the opposition formed a struggle committee, the
general assembly voted and signed a declaration and then through associations,
societies and clubs all Keans were informed.20
On the organizational level, the December events were indeed based on mobilizing
structures and social capital existing before December 2008. In Athens, hundreds of small and
closed affinity groups, three large squats, twenty-seven active social centres (Lampropoulos
2008), the Antiauthoritarian Movement –“a net of direct democracy assemblies, formed in
2003 during the European Summit in Salonica” in order to socialize the anarchist
antiauthoritarian praxis and way of thinking21–, open assemblies, immigrants’ societies,
General Assemblies of Universities and occupations, numerous leftist or far left groups were
are at place prior to December. The central neighbourhood of Exarcheia, which have attracted
since the end of the military junta most of Athens’ social centres, political and cultural
activity, played an important role as a focus area, along with numerous other central and
suburban neighbourhoods.
In Syros, the University Faculty and the Boem cafeteria where “all students hang out
every night, all together”22, and in Naxos, the Autonomous Initiative of Naxos and the
“known thirty-three”, an affinity group who had previously successfully resisted the
expansion of the port of Naxos23, facilitated people’s mobilization “from mouth to mouth”24.
With ties expanding to all the rest of their community and influential positions within the
larger society (journalists, teachers) the thirty-three could mobilize individuals in the
periphery of their network, and with a central position within the University –leading figures,
members of the Students’ Association, frequenters of an “autonomous haunt” in the
University cafeteria25– the radical students in Syros could generate a “cascade of activism”
(Kim and Bearman 1997).
Other important contributors to the mobilizations all over Greece were family ties,
since “many Greek parents saw their children at risk and followed them to the streets”,26 and
the social capital already at place since the pupils’ movement opposing educational reform
during fall 2008 and the students’ movement opposing University privatization during 20062007. Giorgos and Michalis were firstly involved in political contention during these
mobilizations:
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We also had an occupation in the beginning of the year, for the ‘pupils’ movement’
with great participation. There was where we firstly used the ‘Autonomous
Coordinating Body of the Occupations of Piraeus’, which in the demonstrations in
Athens had its own bloc.27
During the ‘students’ movement’ people had met, measured their forces, acquired
experience of the street and created a social web of collectivities and organizations. It
was a very big mobilization with a great amount of pressure, and with a great amount
of problems, such as organization, tactics etc. This time we already knew how to do
things; we were one step ahead.28
The Athens Independent Media Centre –founded in 2001 as a University project by a network
of activists introduced to the international Indymedia project during the anti-neoliberal
globalization mobilizations in Genoa and Prague–, mailing lists, weblogs, forums,
Facebook.com and mobile technology were the main means of communication and exchange
of information between all the loose networks and dense clusters which participated in the
events.
However, these structures did not remain stable but were expanded with open
assemblies in the suburbs of Athens, occupations of public buildings (as described in Chapter
1) and a “Coordinating Body of Schools” created by the circle of friends of Alexis
Grigoropoulos. In Syros, a new institution, the “React Festival”, was inaugurated calling
students to participate through art. A core of twenty weblogs of occupied Universities, public
buildings, and suburban assemblies all linking to each other, was created since the first days
of December for the exchange of ideas and information. To these weblogs linked new or old
weblogs of solidarity abroad, creating small transnational communities online. New mailing
lists were created, old mailing lists were re-invented, and open assemblies were exported from
Greece to other countries, as activists from France and the Netherlands made clear:
This ‘Paris Initiative’ is a blog created by this movement called ‘Paris Movement’ that
also has a mailing list. It was born during the movement against private Universities in
Greece, and now they used it again. These are Greeks or French-Greeks in Paris... And
the French used alternative media. We have for example this mailing list from
Sorbonne, Coordination.Sorbonne, since the movement against CPE, through which we
shared information about the solidarity demonstrations.29
During the rally we made a calling for a discussion in a social center of Leiden. This
discussion –an open assembly– gathered thirty people both from within the squat and
from outside. Here, in the Netherlands there is not the culture of the open assembly. All
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social centres here operate in a closed circle, and are far from society. It was the first
time that people outside the social center came to talk. 30
Dense formal (organizations, general assemblies, associations) or informal (friends,
relatives, affinity groups) clusters coordinating or sharing information through Internet and
mobile technology was indeed the mechanism through which collective action was made
possible. However in the capitals of small islands –like Syros, Naxos and Kea, of population
respectively twelve thousand, six thousand and fifteen hundred people (National Statistical
Service of Greece 2001)–, the density of the general society produced obstacles to
mobilization. In Naxos, for example, ninety-five per cent of the people asked during a small
survey replied that they know at least by name “almost all the residents of their town” and
ninety-two per cent that they are known at least by name “by more people than the ones they
know”. This, according to Naxian movement actors, proved to be costly:
My son –he is fifteen years old– participated in the rally and threw eggs at the
policemen. Two months later an officer recognised him in the street riding his scooter
and cut him a fine…Normally the police here turns a blind eye in these situations, but
because my son had thrown him eggs, he put him on the spot.31
This is a very small society we are talking about. Everyone knows everyone. All the
pupils were known by the policemen by their first name, and were called to the police
station the following day of the demonstration… There was also a local psychologist
who went on the radio and characterized the behaviours of the pupils as problematic
and the pupils themselves as vagabonds. Most of parents and teachers after that tried to
stop the mobilizations.32
This also meant that in those small islands the style of contention did not follow the rule of
the big cities and was restricted to pacifist strategies. The centrality of a small group of
radical actors in the general societal network –such as the “thirty three” in Naxos and the
radical students in the University of Syros– did in the end promote collective action for the
specific cause, but this remained within the limits tolerated by the community. On the
contrary, in Kea, the smallest of the islands under examination, the density of the society in
combination with the centrality of actors of the establishment (municipal council) in the
societal network blocked collective action for this specific cause, while in the past it had
facilitated collective action for other causes (the expansion of the port).

Organization and Identity
What has been illustrated here is that although contention occurred were it could be
financially supported (by students, pupils, members of the middle class), where it didn’t occur
it was not because of lack of resources (Kea). Equally, although contention occurred where
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existing organizations could fuel it and network structures could facilitate it, where it didn’t
occur, it was not because of lack of organizations or unfavourable network structures. In fact,
the density of a network and the centrality of actors in it, the existence of organizations, the
presence of financial resources were only relevant when they promoted a relevant identity.
Thus, to resort to mobilizing structures in order to explain collective action is to ignore how
these mobilizing structures were put there in the first place and why they appropriated the
specific radical identities. This observation casts the question of resource mobilization
insignificant and recasts as central in our study of contention and of the December events the
question of culture; culture not as a primordial attribute, but as the symbolic and normative
trace of social interaction within specific network properties and social structures.
In other words, the purpose here is not to assume the study of organization redundant.
On the contrary, it is to demonstrate that organization offers us the key to demystify identity;
which in turn indicates both what people want and aspire to (their expected benefits), and
what people can or are allowed to (their minimized costs). An important notion in order to
understand how organization affects the identities of members of social movements is that of
“distributed representation” as coined by Cilliers (1998). With distributed representation
Cilliers refers to an attribute of systems whose symbols have no direct link to external objects,
but acquire meaning through the dynamic interplay between the system’s elements, its
history, the outside and the inside, namely open complex systems. If we see organizations and
networks as such systems, we see each signifier inside the system not as corresponding to a
signified “metaphysically present” (Cilliers 1998:41) somewhere in the natural world, but as
the “signifier of signifier” (Derrida 1976), “constituted through a system of relationships”
(Cilliers 1998:42). Thus, meaning does not enter social movement organisations from a
distinct sphere, but is created within them and in their boundary with their environment. The
extensive use of new media, the existence of an unofficial civil society away from party
control, the network structures of the large cities as opposed to these of dense small islands,
family ties as mobilizing structures, the transnational solidarity, the University, the school and
the neighbourhood as foci of struggle do not only constitute opportunities for action; they are
also institutions through which shared meanings and normative expectations are constructed
and an alternative culture is being elaborated.
To shed some light to the above proposition, it has been mentioned before in this
chapter that Greek formal civil society has been traditionally penetrated by political parties.
The clientelist corporatist relation between parties and formal organizations of civil society
has on the one hand produced a strong political antagonism within formal civil society, and
on the other hand promoted the appearance of a strong civil society, of “informal, unofficial
or unregistered status” (Sotiropoulos 2004:12). For example, a particularity of the Greek case
is the extreme politicization of University life –with students’ and professors’ associations
being controlled by political parties– and the consequent radicalization of the students’
associations not relating to parties. The public status of the University and the notorious
“asylum law”33 established after the fall of the military junta have granted University
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occupations a very common strategy, further reproducing radicalization in academic life, with
an apparent diffusion in school life.
The radicalization of school life has also to be understood in relation to the “childcentred” status of the Greek family, and the consequent pressure school children face within
traditional family structures. The “high proportion of home ownership and specific
mechanisms of property acquisition, such as self-made housing, dowry and parental provision
of residential inheritance” (Hadjiyanni 2004:84), the traditional patriarchical structure of
Greek society, as well as labour market conditions have resulted in children’s prolonged
family dependence, expressed both in prolonged parental financial support and co-habiting
until an advanced age, i.e. until children “have finished their studies, completed their
compulsory military service, and found an ‘acceptable’ or ‘steady’ job; young women often
…only after they get married” (Maratou-Alipranti 2004:75). Moreover, “preparation of young
people for post-secondary education (private classes, frontistiria etc) begins very early and
the psychological pressure for University entrance examinations is great” (Hadjiyanni
2004:55). The power invested in the Greek family together with the pressure inflicted upon
school children accounts here for both the importance of family ties in mobilization as well as
the desire of pupils to break free from everyday normality through collective action.
Finally, the significance of the Exarcheia neighbourhood in central Athens has to be
stressed here. Situated between the two Universities in which the students’ revolt against the
military junta took place, Exarcheia became after 1974 a place of underground political
activity, a place of the students, of the alternative music scene, of social centres and small
bookshops. More than that it became a neighbourhood, where all those people have been
meeting for three decades, in the street, in the square, collectively participating in decision
making processes and in a rich social life. Configurations of these institutions and discourses,
reproduced and transformed during history, have constituted Melucci’s “cultural
laboratories”, the loci of Bourdieu’s “radical habitus”.
While these may constitute Greek particularities, new media technology, globalization,
and mobility do not. Extensive sociological and anthropological research has been made on
the impact the passage to a “network” or “information” society has on culture and identity.
Wellman (2002, 2006) has recorded the passage from the neighbourhood era to the
“glocalized networks” which connected “across small clusters, rather than connecting within
one large cluster” (2006: 164) to today’s “networked individualism” and sparsely knit personto-person ties (2006:165) fostering specialization of roles, and relationships that develop
around shared interests rather than around social status and class. In Castells’ (1997) work,
the global transformation of time, space and language has generated social movements which
struggle around these very systems, trying to bring space back to the “space of places”,
creating “cultures of urgency” against “timeless time” and retrenching behind communal
languages, but at the same time being deeply embedded in the diversity of languages which
the “space of flows” gives access to. Juris (2008), in an elaborate ethnography of
contemporary activist networks, links new social movement identity with the dynamics and
structures of information society and the logic of Internet (logic of flexible networks).
Networks are not only organisational forms and computer based infrastructures but a political
model, a culture and a source of identity, Juris tells us. Lovink (2007), in his analysis of
“tactical media” used by social movements “not merely as tools for the Struggle” but “as
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virtual environments… open to issues of aesthetics and experimentation with alternative
forms of storytelling” (2007:165) raises again the question of language and signification:
“This world is decentralized and fragmented. That’s where the trouble starts: how do
multitudes communicate over distances, in what language?” (2007:168). Gavriilidis
exemplifies the renegotiation of self in relation to a community by referring to the Erasmus
program, and the World and European Social Forums as institutions which break the “relative
insulation” and “cultural intimacy” (2009:18) of nation-state bound societies.
It is clear therefore that Greek small islands still experiencing the neighbourhood era of
large cluster connections (Kea), or simultaneously demonstrating neighbourhood
characteristics and glocalized network structures, due to the presence of a University or the
use of new media, or the mobility of some of their members (Syros, Naxos) will develop very
different “distributed representations” of the possible and the desirable than Greek urban
centres like Athens, despite being partly exposed to the same political and social structures.
Equally urban centres in different countries will develop different distributed representations
despite being embedded in the global transformation of time, space and language in the
network society. In the next chapter I examine exactly which these representations of the
possible and the desirable were during December, through the testimonies of the actors
themselves.
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The Question of Identity
The previous chapters raise the following issues: That mobilization cannot be described as
independent of the specific identities actors appropriate. That action is not solely shaped by
opportunities (limited costs), but also by desires (the aspiration of benefits) –both constructed
through social interaction before and while mobilization occurs. In light of these observations,
I examine here the collective identity raised by the movement, wherein collective identity is a
“shared definition produced by several interacting individuals who are concerned with the
orientations of their actions as well as the field of opportunities and constraints in which their
actions take place” (Melucci 1989: 34) and constructed as to refer to the goals of the actions,
the means of the actions and the relations to an environment (Mueller 1994:137). The guiding
assumption of this chapter is that because identity is “located in the long duree of institutions
or social continuities which provide the ‘frames’, as containers of social rules, which render
encounters of interactions both sustainable and meaningful” (Jabri, 1996:130), actors’
articulations of identity can serve to establish the relationship between structures (as
identified in Chapter 2) and action (as presented in Chapter 1).

Collective Identity
Goals of the Actions
It is claimed in Chapter 2 that the December events did not express specific demands on
behalf of a unified subject. Other than the four general demands concerning the disarmament
of the police, the abolition of the riot-police units, the fall of the regime and the release of the
detainees of the revolt, the goals of the actions remained hidden, multiple, diverse, and, as all
things expressed through language, highly codified. In Spyros’ words:
If you went to syndicates, you could see some really specific demands. The same with
the University assemblies. The four core demands were of the whole movement. That
is why they were so general. If you had seen more specific demands, it would have
meant that there was one political organisation that gave more political colour to this
than others.34
However, some common lines running through the texts, narratives and performances of
December can be discerned and deserve our attention here, because they constitute the thread
that links structures with action, means with desires.
Discourses of inclusion, solidarity, break with normality and disobedience, social
affection and communication, assertion of life, and community sum the diverse goals of the
actors, as expressed through their texts and speech-acts. Social affection and communication
were suggested to be the goals of violence in some of the texts posted on the main weblogs of
December, where actors claimed that “solidarity means to attack” or explained that shops
were looted “not for computers, clothes or furniture to be resold but for the joy of destructing
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what alienates us: the spectacle of the product”, or to “distribute the goods to everybody,
dissolve the myths that support inequality” (Occupied ASOEE 2008). In the eloquent and
well-linked weblog of the occupied Faculty of Economics and Business (ASOEE) we read:
We destroy the past, because we come from the future… We do what we can so that we
do not abandon the occupations and the streets, because we don’t want to go back
home. We become miserable in the ‘realistic’ thought that sooner or later we will be
forced to return to normality.
Activists, both full-time organised radicals and occasional pacifist demonstrators, referred to a
similar discourse when suggesting that violence was used to make impression:
It is against the logic of the people that started this revolt to react peacefully to such an
event. It is like giving up arms and hope –arms in a metaphoric way. It would have no
meaning to go to a peaceful march. Because then we would have lit up a candle and
said ‘Oh, my God, the poor child is lost. That cop is a bad cop. We will hire
psychologists, and make police schools. End of story, go to work. And every year we
will have mourning for Alexis and light candles’…35
I am in principle against violence... On the other hand maybe it was the only way to
shake up those people who would not have been shaken otherwise, who were
indifferent and who would forget the whole thing instantaneously. All the disorder and
disturbance which was provoked ambushed them; they could not ignore it. And of
course the media took advantage of the violence, but also fell in its trap. They could not
ignore it.36
Similar were the declared goals of occupations, interventions and public performances. In the
central weblog of the occupied headquarters of the Confederation of Greek Workers we read:
To turn it into a space of free expression and a meeting point of workers… To disperse
the media-touted myth that the workers were and are absent from the clashes, and that
the rage of these days was an affair of some 500 "mask-bearers", "hooligans" or some
other fairy tale… To propagate the idea of self-organization and solidarity in working
places.
The occupation of the National Opera was “a protest against the politics of the National
Opera, which since its foundation has never participated in social and political life, and was
always out of context”37 and the intervention in the central market of Athens on Christmas
Eve served “to close the shops because the employees didn’t want to work”.38 Texts were
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distributed in the streets or inside theatres calling people to participate in the break with
normality:
Enough with tickets – Life, not transfer. We are here in order to contribute in this
rupture with the regularity. Let's stick the microbe of human aliveness in this antiseptic
space. Let's create a really public space, let's laugh, let's discuss, let's paint. Let's resist
the control and let's travel free of charge through the city. Let's bring the above under.39
Since you have deactivated your mobile phones, activate your consciousness…For you
who produce this performance and for you who consume it, the words of Zucco are not
recited in hypocritical premiers but become action everyday in the streets.40
Texts of immigrants addressed the rest of the movement for inclusion:
The children of migrants mobilise en mass and dynamically, primarily through high
school and university actions as well as through the organisations of the left and the far
left. They are the most integrated part of the migrant community, the most courageous.
They are unlike their parents, who came with their head bowed, as if they were begging
for a loaf of bread. They are a part of the Greek society, since they’ve lived in no other.
They do not beg for something, they demand to be equal with their Greek classmates.
Equal in rights, on the streets, in dreaming…These days belong to all the marginalised,
the excluded, the people with the difficult names and the unknown stories. They belong
to all those who die every day in the Aegean sea and Evros river, to all those murdered
at the border or at a central Athens street; they belong to the Roma in Zefyri, to the
drug addicts in Exarcheia ... Thanks to Alexis, these days belong to us all (Haunt of
Albanian Immigrants 2008).
For me, a black man, freedom stops in my apartments’ door. And I call the Greek
youth, who is concerned about equality and the rights of all people. For this reason, I
join you and your noble struggle, because we know that you do not neglect that the
police is squeezing us in all the corners of the streets, in front of the bus stations even
in front of our houses (Occupied ASOEE 2008).
In Syros and Naxos actions were proclaimed to sensitize the local society and to build active
communities within the wider island structures. Happenings, loud-speaker interventions,
posters, flyers and festivals aimed at uniting the core of the movement (mostly students and
outsiders to the local society) with the local population:
After the December events, the political concern has grown and this is what we are
trying to “benefit from”. To turn the rage into goals and political propositions. In this
39
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spirit we decided to hold a festival of social expression, action and reaction. One of the
main goals of the festival is the communication, information and interaction with the
local society (Students’ Association - Faculty of Systems and Products Design 2009).
Abroad, actions aimed at expressing solidarity and linking the December events to a
transnational movement:
We cannot let our silence be an admission of passive complicity. In France we could
always count on the solidarity of our comrades abroad, the reverse is unfortunately not
completely true. It has been a few days that the news agency AFP in Athens was almost
destroyed by an explosive device in retaliation of the media treatment of the case
Tarnac. Today they are the ones who need our support! (Finnegan’s Awake: Paris
Initiative 2008)
The basic demand was the disarmament of the police, but the basic goal was the social
mobilization itself, the sensitization, the counter-information, the solidarity... We raised
a poster that on the one side had the picture of the Acropolis with the banner
‘Resistencia’ and some Greek slogans -‘700 hundred euros’, ‘no medical care’, ‘no
pensions’- and on the other side some Dutch slogans -about the economic crisis, the
detention centres-, in an attempt to make an opening to the Dutch society.41
On 10 December a text was distributed during the ‘Resistance March’ in the streets of Buenos
Aires saying “the rage walks day and night and it walks in Athens and in Buenos Aires and in
many parts of the world. We are already tired with injustice”, while outside the Greek
Consulate in Istanbul the following lines were read out loud:
Greek police murdered 16-years old Alexandros on the 6th of December. Alexandros
was murdered because he had not accepted to be a part of the exploitation and
consumption machinery of capitalism… During the same days, the municipal police
of the Turkish Republic murdered another young man, 13-years old Bulent Calikiran.
Bulent was murdered because he was selling handkerchiefs to take a pair of pants for
a religious festival.
Solidarity and intimacy between distant parts of the world community were the declared goals
of collective action, and at the same time the personal goals of individuals:
I didn’t have any social cost; on the contrary, I had social approval: I got to be
informed about the things happening here, I was introduced to the Dutch society, I met
people who I didn’t know before, I found myself in a community.42
The Occupation of the National Opera House gathered very diverse people: from
anarchists to people with psychological problems. Many people were there just seeking
41
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a group, to be inside a space that something is organised. People that seemed lonely
and were very happy that something was happening. Generally, we all went for this; to
share reflexions and concerns.43
Multiple and at times mutually-exclusive demands for reform inscribed in banners
during mass demonstrations, wall-posted outside Universities and syndicates or distributed
through flyers in the streets were over-shadowed by a general desire for participation, selforganization, solidarity and disobedience, that is, subtraction from state control and direct
communication between previously distant parts of society. These main goals of the actions
can also be discerned in the means through which they were furthered.

Means of the Actions
As illustrated in Chapter 1, simultaneous and coordinated attacks at police stations, disperse
attacks at banks and multinational businesses, sit-ins in media stations and theatres,
occupations of public buildings, demonstrations, rallies, interventions and performances took
up the biggest part of December. An important characteristic of all these actions was that they
were both organised and carried out in a highly decentralized and networked way. They
occurred in neighbourhoods and different corners of the Athenian metropolis, Greece and the
world; different actions were organised collectively by different groups, of friends, musical
bands, dance cooperatives, haunts of immigrants, neighbourhood assemblies, unions and
syndicates, pupils coordinating through mobile phones, anarchists through their general
assemblies, students through their University assemblies. Iasonas, who participated in the
occupation of the Law Faculty refers to decentralization as a reflex of the movement:
The reason why we didn’t occupy the Polytechnic School was that in the back of our
heads we meant for this revolt to be decentralized. Occupying the Polytechnic faculty is
a very common practice, but this time was different because in all our minds there was
the decision to decentralize; to occupy also other buildings, not the ordinary ones. This
was the main point of this rebellion.44
The diversity of a decentralized movement was also manifested in the semiotics of the
body –teenage school-girls wearing fashionable clothes, anarchists carrying sticks, musicians
in colourful outfits, pupils with “emo” haircuts, students of drama schools displaying their
duck taped lips or their handcuffed wrists, teachers in old-fashioned jackets - and in the
architecture of mass demonstrations, where differently structured blocs appeared behind
banners with different slogans, –other blocs more loose, others dense, others highly
organised, others militant, others ready to disperse and attack, others strolling peacefully.
Mass demonstrations brought together this multitude of groups and individuals with diverse
identities, blending demonstrators altogether in a large meeting of actors covered with hoods
and scarves to avoid tear-gas, constituting a “non-subject (if by ‘subject’ we understand a
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unified and accountable entity)…the multitude...taking up the whatever as an identity”
(Gavriilidis 2009:16).
This decentralization, manifested in a subtraction from state-control, and the
appropriation of a non-identity as a collective identity (making no concrete demands to the
polity, having no central coordination, transcending locality, even transcending the event of
Alexis Grigoropoulos’ assassination), was also translated in an extreme mobility, what
Gavriilidis calls a “nomadic-itinerant Tiananmen”. “Protestors repeatedly stormed Syntagma
square, then retreated, came back again, appeared in other neighbourhoods – and towns –
where no demonstrations had ever taken place” (2009:18). They appeared suddenly playing
music in the center of Athens, later storming with eggs the police station of Naxos, later
incapacitating the cash retrieving mechanisms of banks in Paris, and in the night dispersing
again to street-fight in some frontier neighbourhoods of Athens.
Two things are important in relation to decentralization and mobility here: Firstly that
this level of networking would not be possible without the extensive use of new media, and
secondly that such an unidentifiable and fragmented subject would not have produced
collective action without the existence of the alternative public sphere offered by new media.
These may seem more or less as similar preconditions, however the first refers to the
coordinating ability of the movement, while the second to its symbolic resources. On the one
hand the Internet facilitated information sharing and coordination between all these scattered
groupings. Indeed “the coordination of high school students, when they simultaneously
attacked about forty-five police stations all over Greece without any central leading body, was
a masterful display of organisational skills desperately lacking from most state agencies”
(Gavriilidis 2009:15). On the other hand the Internet made it possible for actors all around
Greece and the rest of the world to communicate, share thoughts, brag about their actions in
some isolated island like Naxos or Siros to their friends in the continent, to express their
solidarity from Seoul or Montevideo. Weblogs created by almost all decentralized foci of
political struggle and social interaction quoted poetry, wrote jokes, political texts,
revolutionary literature, and communicated with each other by posting comments, answering
to publications of the mainstream media, sending letters. Workers posted letters in the
weblogs of the pupils, pupils posted letters to the parents through their weblogs, weblogs of
University occupations reposted entries from the weblogs of immigrants’ haunts,
neighbourhood weblogs posted information about actions abroad and so on. Hundreds of
groups on Facebook.com expressing opinions about the December events, online discussion
forums about actions and ideas created a whole new public sphere opposing or evading the
public sphere of mass media, and making communication possible between distant parts of
the society.
Nevertheless, communication and intimacy, existing before the Internet in dense
clusters, transcended the Internet and re-entered society as a whole, in the streets, in private
and public spaces, in the neighbourhoods. The discourse on intimacy and re-appropriation of
the public sphere is in one way or another evident in all the accounts informants gave on the
December events:
With unifying element the assassination of Grigoropoulos, occupations in public
buildings, attacks at local police stations together with pupils, popular assemblies and
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actions in public spaces constituted the shapes through which the neighbourhood
occupied a political space that it was deprived of before.45
People started thinking. The feeling I got was that people, strangers, started having
random conversations among them in the streets. Beside the burnt Christmas tree I
came across two old men who were commenting, and then a crowd gathered around
them and different opinions were expressed. It was very nice. And generally the topic
became the main subject of discussion, in all groups.46
I live here with two girls, and we were all three all the time listening to the radio
following the Indymedia, constantly on the Internet, checking the evolution of the
movement and our hearts were there, we wanted to be there, to be with them, not only
for the adventure, but we felt that it was very important, there was great emotion
there.47
Graffiti written all over cities, towns and villages (declaring “chaos”, declaring the “burning
city, a blooming flower” or “an image from the future”, calling for anarchy, asking for banks
to be burnt “but not grocery shops”, urging people to forget May 68 and fight now,
announcing the death of Alexis), vandalized buildings and statues, now holding a black and
red flag or wearing a hood, a banner reading “Resistencia” hanging from Acropolis, stencil in
the streets of Syros (“three bullets for one word”), the burning Christmas tree in the central
square of Athens, the alternative Christmas tree in the central square of Syros, a big banner
outside the Gymnasium of Naxos, displays of art, music and festivity in all the corners of
Greece, re-opened the society to the public sphere, and re-introduced intimacy and
communication to everyday public life.
Penetrated by the Internet, the Habermasian public sphere (1964, 1989) became
vulnerable to the negotiation of pre-reflexive assumptions and the doxic was brought to the
level of discourse. In addition, the diffusion of the public sphere into society at large meant
the simultaneous invalidation of corporate media as legitimate communicators of public
opinion. Spyros, a conscientious objector of mainstream media, gave the following account of
the mass medias’ strategies during December:
Media didn’t search the truth; they just emphasized the violence and ‘this whole
nihilistic generation that does not know what to do’. And later, when they realized that
they couldn’t insult a whole generation, they started flattering: ‘The Greek youth,
which sometimes does bad things but we love it, because it is the future, so let’s listen
what they have to say, let’s give them the microphone’. And also there was a really
strong scheme that all media used: They wanted to separate the good peaceful
movement of pupils from the hood-bearers. And you could hear a reporter saying: ‘This
demonstration is peaceful. Now there are some attacks to the police. Inside the pupils
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there are some hood-bearers’; which is really funny, because the hood-bearers were
pupils.48
Spyros however is echoed by Maria, a non-radical:
What I realized in the process was how big a difference there is between what is
happening in reality and what reaches us through TV, through the radio and the
newspapers… I was listening that in the demonstration there was mayhem, and I was
myself in that demonstration and I saw five out of the thirty-five things reported
actually happening. This was utterly frustrating. They only described destruction.49
These two mutually reinforcing processes –the creation of an alternative public sphere and the
cancellation of the incumbent public sphere– were the result of a diversified and decentralized
movement interacting with its environment on all levels, at all instances and in all places. And
it was these two processes that dynamically furthered the movement, brought new people in
its field, and previously unchallenged ideas to the level of discourse.

Relations to the Environment
However, albeit the entry of previously unchallenged assumptions into the public sphere, this
was done by conforming to other rules of the game. As Crossley puts it, “during crises a
number of previously doxic assumptions enter the realm of discourse and certain previously
discursive issues either become doxic or lose relevance and drop out of public discourse”
(2003:49). The “break with normality” which occurred in December 2008 was framed and
carried out through the normality which had preceded it. And for this reason, actors in
different positions inside the movement assumed their actions acceptable by or meaningful
against their multiple interacting environments. For example, actors who referred to
themselves as anarchists, leftists or antiauthoritarians and whose participation was central and
determinative in initiating the December events referred to part of their environment as not
ideologically in line with their political discourse, but nevertheless prone or tolerant towards
contention:
Greece is not a strong liberal Western state. It’s a Balkan state, between West and East.
It has no independence of the authorities. I don’t know what is better; if I prefer to live
in a country of strong parliamentary tradition, developed capitalism, of humanitarian
attitude, rational state and police force, where people have confidence towards their
own institutions, but are also servants to their own institutions, or in a Balkan country,
with patriarchy, and a petit bourgeois society. To my sociological thought, it is much
easier to bring down the state in the second society… ….Of course pupils will rise up.
Imagine this: Being a pupil and having to be oppressed by your own parents, by the
state, to study a lot, to suppress your sexuality. Yes, for me it’s a matter of sexuality.
You are 16-17 year old girl or boy and you don’t have time to have sexual games with
48
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a friend of yours, because you have to study. That is really totalitarian. I can’t
remember how I felt when I was a pupil and didn’t have time even to watch a football
match because I had to study.50
Greece has a long tradition of anti-police fetishism; a strong anti-police sentiment.
People don’t think it’s a matter of pride to be in the police; it’s actually a matter of
shame. Greek police is not like a common European police. Every police is repressive,
but, for example in Germany, it represses in a rational kind of way… Police in Greece
sends people to court with no real evidence, it arrests by luck, it beats people, it tortures
every day, not only immigrants and refugees but all people. It’s a real ideological
instrument of the right wingers. So, its way of operating has created all through these
years a lot of hate and anger. Not necessarily in a political way of thinking; but because
of its anti-social behaviour… ….In comparison to other societies, for the majority of
the Greek society, a guy breaking a bank is nice figure. But it is not by the
revolutionary “Down with the state, down with the banks”. It is by the “Down with the
…, to whom I owe money, because I took a loan to play in the stock market”.51
But also non radical activists or inexperienced neophytes saw in their environment a
source of legitimation and meaning for their actions. The wider legitimation and tolerance
towards violence which people in Greek metropolis had experienced as a result of both police
repression and social counter-violence carried out by students, anarchists and leftists during
the previous years made Giorgos, a neophyte in contention, say: “I commit violence against
state repression for strategic reasons, but only when it is accepted by the society and by the
movement”.52 The wider framework of disdain and depreciation of political parties, formal
institutions and authority due to the historic political process of “extra-institutional
consensus” (Charalambis 1898) based on clientelism and corruption was depicted in Vana’s
and Maria’s words:
I think the biggest problem we are facing is corruption. The municipal administration is
corrupted. They take money, bribes, they get involved in scandals. For example, our
mayor is promoting his son without evaluation to administrative positions. And so
many people circumvent the law in one way or another.53
Nothing is functioning. The best reform needs to put laws for the observance of the
laws. So no, I have no confidence in the government and not to any political institution.
Everyday new scandals come to light and the result is that the people who were
responsible for scandals eight years ago and we have forgotten about them will be
voted for now.54
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The general anti-police sentiment and resentment towards the banking system, was echoed in
the words of Giannis and Michalis, the former being a pupil and a neophyte in contention, and
the latter pledging non-conformity to any ideological line:
I would like the police to be closer to the people and autonomous from the government.
Now it is not at all like that. Police is really brutal to people and it is not an independent
authority; it is an instrument of the Ministry and they are taking orders. And they are
corrupted.55
I would not burn a car or throw a Molotov, because someone might get injured, but I
would smash a bank. Most people suffer from bank loans, and from high interests and
mortgages. And nothing will happen to the bank anyway if I smash it. Money governs,
and it governs the government and the Parliament. If you think of the scandals that
have come to light in the last months, it is obvious how money and the banks govern
the state. They are the real dictators.56
The discursive framework of oppression experienced by pupils everyday at school and in their
homes is reflected in the texts posted by pupils in the weblog of the coordinating body of
schools’ occupations or sent to mainstream media:
I want to discover the world, to open wings and fly, to see everything in a moment. I
want to get out, meet other people, play, have fun, feel joy and not pressure that I will
go to school unprepared tomorrow. I wish to dream of a world where they want search
to park me somewhere, where they won’t always be busy, where it won’t be dangerous
to meet the others, where there will be no bosses and slaves. I have to build my own
world, where I can live free, and to do so, I have to destroy your world. (Coordinating
Body of Schools ‘Alexandros Grigoropoulos’ 2008)
We are not terrorists, “hood-bearers”, the “known-unknown”. WE ARE YOUR
CHILDREN. These known-unknown… REMEMBER. One day you were also young.
Now, you chase money, you care only for the "cover", you got fat, you got bald, YOU
FORGOT… You don’t imagine, fall in love, create…Where are the parents? Where are
the artists? Why don’t they come out to protect us? (Eleutherotypia 2008)
Moreover December happened within “the maintenance of traditional structures in the social
roles of the two sexes up to the present” (Maratou-Alipranti 2004:109), and the prevalence of
patriarchical structures and discourses of masculinity in polity and society –“even inside the
movement”57. It happened within the wider politicization of University life and as an obvious
continuity of collective memories, such as the bloody Polytechnic revolt, during which the
students were the first to rise against Greece’s military junta inside and around the
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Polytechnic and Law Faculty in Athens on 17 November 1973, a date celebrated every year
as a national holiday, or such as the death of N. Temponeras, a school teacher assassinated
during the students’ struggles of 1991 against the privatization of education, whose name is
shouted in every students’ demonstration or rally ever since. And finally it happened as a
response to the death of a Greek middle-class boy, and not a forty-year old immigrant.
Christina and Spyros, both active on issues of migration, intuitively referred to the fact,
without being asked:
It is very important that the child was murdered in Exarcheia and not in Kifissia, that he
was Greek and not an immigrant, that it was a 15 years old child and not a 30-year old
anarchist, who had also served some time in jail. In other occasions people would say
that it was his fault that he got shot. For a small child nobody can say this.58
There are more than 20 cases of immigrants’ or refugees’ murders, by port or border
police, and there has not been any reaction…There are ex-bankers or ex-storehouses
with terrible conditions which are not recognised by the Greek government. For
example, where I study, near the North-eastern borders of Greece with Turkey, in a
small village called Vena, there is a detention camp. It’s a ghost detention camp. There
is no official state budget about this building. If you ask the minister of foreign affairs,
he will deny it. People are being tortured there; there are incidents of meningitis, and
other illnesses. And nobody cares.59
The break with normality occurred within the normality of the Greek society, and where it
didn’t occur it was because this normality, these structures of legitimation and signification
were absent. For example, in Kea, our case study of minimal movement action, the density
and closure of the island population (resembling neighbourhood era network structures), with
its parallel discourse of unity, social participation and responsibility to the community did not
provide with the anti-authority, anti-institutions symbolic resources, which in other parts of
Greece legitimized movement action. The vice-mayor of Kea explained to me why he thought
that was the case:
The collective identity here is that of the Kean. The communal spirit is very strong. For
example, it has been a voting tradition since ancestry that the candidate mayors address
the whole island in the central square of the capital. It is a form of direct democracy.
There is always a debate between the speakers, and then political dialogue with the
participation of the audience…In ancient times, once Keans turned sixty they drank
poison so that they would not be a burden to society. This happened with a license from
the municipality and there was a big feast. This legend is widely called upon by Keans
today… Also there is since seven years every summer a festival or traditional tales,
which is very popular today and all Keans audit.60
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And in other countries of the world, although a radical minority did align itself with the Greek
movement framing it in transnational terms, the respective societies did not feel compelled to
follow. Elise, a French full-time activist explained how part of the French movement of
solidarity viewed its environment:
Here, you could not have what happened in Greece. Here you could never say ‘it’s the
cop’s fault’. They are completely protected. Every week there is in the suburbs a killing
by the police, and nobody speaks about it. We had a lot of discussions, that there is
something particular about the Greek relationship to cops. There is a suspicion and
distrust towards the cops there, which we think has a lot to do with the military junta.61
It may seem here as absurd that actors in other countries would massively rise up for such an
event. However, the absurdity of such a possibility has to be understood within the
institutional and discursive framework which at this point in time (although, gradually losing
ground) assumes the nation-state as the primary unit in which crises and their responses occur
–along with historic and institutional particularities of these countries. And reversely, the fact
that the Greek society was ready to revolt for a Greek boy and not for one of the hundreds of
immigrants tortured or killed every day inside its borders, has to be understood within the
discursive and institutional status which ethnicity and nationalism hold in Greece.

Structure and Identity
In Castells’ analysis, subtraction from state control and resistance to processes of
individualization are common characteristics of contemporary social movements, structured
by, through and against “the dominant logic of the network society” (1997:359). New social
movements resist processes of social atomization, and the same time their struggle –
structurally linked to the forces it opposes– is exactly the very expression of atomization.
Castells calls it a “communal hyper-individualism” (1997:65) or “flexible personalities”
(1997:240). Other scholars have called it the “rhizome” (Deleuze and Guattari 1987) or the
“multitude” (Hardt and Negri 2000, Gavriilidis 2009). The multitude is networked,
decentralized, multi-facet and diversified, operating through the Internet, a negative (film)
image of the network society, representing its architecture but reversing its colours.
Accordingly, the subtraction from state control has to be seen as represented in, enabled by
and legitimated by the structural crisis of the State within the network society. The
incapability of the State to satisfy increasingly diversified claims both erodes its legitimation,
and produces a representation of politics as all the more independent from its domain.
Moreover, since the surveillance capacity and potential for violence exceed state institutions
and diffuse into society at large, distributed in “people’s minds and in the cultural codes of the
information age” (Castells 1997:301), structures of domination, legitimation and signification
change irreversibly.
However, Castells warns us that new social movements are “highly diversified,
following the contours of each culture, and of historical forces of formation of each identity”
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(1997:2). Advice taken. In this chapter a movement resisting social atomization and
timelessness, does so through and against the structures it opposes (flexibility, multitude,
space of flows, timeless time). However, this movement is simultaneously situated in a global
synchronic and a local historic space-time and consequently draws from its experience and
knowledge of a world that is simultaneously the network society and the Greek society of
clientelism, politicized University, anti-police sentiment etc. Inside these multiple systems
actors interact and through interaction create meaning, social and behavioural norms, material
resources. But since we cannot draw a straight line between structure and action, between the
various systems in which actors are situated and the meanings, norms and materials they
collectively produce before and during action, what remains to us is to describe these
parameters as well as possible, so that through description a fuzzy line appears.
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Outcomes
Having so far analyzed the institutions and discourses which where in place before and during
the December events in this final chapter I briefly account for what the December events left
behind concentrating on both the Greek and the international community and their interaction.
Apart from illustrating the impact of this contentious campaign on polity, society and culture,
this analysis serves also the purpose of reaffirming the proposition running through this study,
that is, that social movements and their protest campaigns are a structured and structuring
phenomenon: they are structured upon struggles of the past and at the same time, as critical
historic junctures, they contribute to the creation of a “path generation” for the future (Djelic
and Quack, 2007).
The December events, as well as constituting an amplification of latent undercurrents
of protest in the Greek and transnational community, contributed in their transformation
through the material infrastructure, social capital, norms and systems of meaning which they
put in place. New institutions, such as neighbourhood popular assemblies or coordinating
bodies of schools were used for the first time. The twelve public buildings which were
occupied during December, either remain under occupation until today –functioning as
autonomous info-cafes and town halls–, or have transferred their open assemblies in other
spaces and have been complemented with two autonomous parks and other suburban popular
assemblies and squats inaugurated during the months of January and February (see Appendix
I). A part of the Greek society, previously indifferent towards politics, became familiarized
with radical discourses and the already radical part of Greek society acquired confidence and
received reassurance. Christina’s parents “who didn’t even know what Indymedia was, now
read the news on Indymedia and don’t trust the mass media”.62 Spyros and Iasonas said:
I saw things that we were discussing only in theory become praxis. I have no doubt
now that this movement has ways to counter-attack... Now everything can change.
With a slight cause. The way that people construct their lives and societies can change.
And as a result of this thought, I find really greater meaning in thinking about a social
reform, revolution and change, and to act upon it.63
A small thing: right now I cannot accept or tolerate an insult by my own parents in the
family table. Before December they would make racist, xenophobic, homophobic, petit
bourgeois remarks and I would tolerate it. But not anymore.64
Two thirds of the requested during a small survey in the schools of Naxos answered that they
had never before participated in any kind of mobilization, while more than eighty per cent
answered that they participated in the December events. In Syros, Leuteris who had never
before had contact with political activism was thrown in the midst of political ferment:
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During December I was completely confused, trying to understand what was
happening, who I was, what I was doing, what my friends were doing. I started reading
Camus’ ‘The Rebel’. It was the first time I thought that I should not judge people’s
actions according to my conditions of life and that there is a reason why people break
and smash and set on fire.65
But also abroad, in countries where solidarity protests occurred, the transnational movement
appeared reinvigorated from the struggle. Elise and Christina, insiders in the solidarity actions
in France and the Netherlands, explained the impact which this contentious campaign had:
The possibility of the propagation of the Greek movement in France played very much
in the media, but also in radical circles… The whole atmosphere in December was that:
‘look what is going on in Greece, we also have to wake up here’. Greek youth was an
example. And I had friends that were not before active in movements, who were
sending me e-mails and messages about the Greek revolt.66
Here, in the Netherlands, for the people who are politically active, this thing has set an
example. There was a first discussion on the issue “revolt”. They borrowed the
experience. Also, since twenty years now there is an anarchist camping in Appelscha.
One of the workshops this year was dedicated to Greece.67
At the same time, the passage from December to normality witnessed a great
polarization and extremization of Greek politics. On the one hand, since December until
today, twelve incidents of violence committed by left-wing urban guerrillas bearing automatic
weapons or detonating improvised explosive mechanisms have been recorded (see Appendix
I) –nine against police officers, stations or vehicles, two of which have caused injuries and
one the death of a police officer and three against state or government representatives. On the
other hand extreme-right wing or racist organizations have increased their attacks against
leftists or anarchists and immigrants (see Appendix I) with the recorded support of parts of
the police or the extreme right-wing party LAOS (Popular Orthodox Rally), which increased
its electoral basis gathering the 7.15% of Greek votes during the June 2009 European
Parliament elections.
The government of New Democracy has responded to the December events and to the
attacks which followed them by widening repression. During March 2009, a new force of
3,000 police officers on motor-cycles on 24-hour patrols was introduced in the streets of
Athens, while the newly appointed attorney-general of the Supreme Court Y. Sanidas ordered
the investigation and eviction of occupied private or public buildings throughout Greece. In
the end of April 2009, a project of law was introduced in Parliament by Minster of Justice, N.
Dendias providing for the criminalization of “hood-bearing”, as well as the direct indictment
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of revilement against public officials.68 A tropology attached reads that foreigners having
been prosecuted (regardless of conviction) for a crime punished with more than three months
of jail are considered “a risk to public order and security” and therefore candidates for
deportation, while the time limit of detention before deportation is extended to eighteen
months.69 The refugee asylum procedure has become more difficult, with the abolition of the
second round of examination of asylum applications (appealing procedure) and the transfer of
responsibility for the first round of examination to District Police Directors.70 The
conversation on the abolition or reform of the law on Academic Asylum has come to the
forefront of Parliament discussions, with peak moments the direct violation of the asylum by
police forces entering University grounds on 28 April 2009 after clashes between fans of
football teams and two lawsuits by the National Telecommunications Organization (OTE)
against the National Network of Research and Technology, for providing the National
Polytechnic School of Athens with the optic fibres to host the website Athens.Indymedia.org.
It is apparent therefore that action did indeed transform and reproduce the structures of
Greek society by generating new institutions and discourses or reinforcing the ones already
existent. Nevertheless, no matter how purposive action was, the results were both intended
and unintended.
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Pulling the Threads Together
A small defeat and a small victory
In this study, the mere reference to a limited set of political and organizational
opportunities and constraints was found problematic when accounting for contention. Costs
and benefits were proven not to have an a priori meaning, but to be socially constructed; that
is, to acquire meaning through social processes. Although Athens, Kea, Syros and Naxos fall
within the same limited political structures, they demonstrated very different levels of
contention. Although all of these locales had adequate mobilizing structures (formal and
informal organizations able to promote collective action), it was not all of them which
participated in contention. The extreme density and network closure which the island of Kea
demonstrates and which is the theoretical ideal for collective action, promoted downward
influence on its members. Equally, actors in other countries mobilized responding to the
emergence of a transnational solidarity movement, and not to expansions of political
opportunities. The unexplainable –through the dominant “political process” model–
mobilization of actors abroad, and inaction or non-violent action of actors in Kea, Syros and
Naxos, could only acquire meaning through the identification of the diverse institutions and
discourses which actors used, referred to or challenged and the retracement of these
institutions and discourses to dominant and alternative structures/cultures of their respective
societies.
The wider academic dilemma concerning social change –in the verge of which this
study is positioned– is whether this can be delegated to actors’ rational choices –strategic and
yet fully contained in a concrete set of opportunities and constraints– or whether it can be
accounted for in a less deterministic way, as a result of “emergence” in complex systems. The
latter approach does not deny reflexive agency, but recognises that “the complexity of actor
constellations means that the paths are likely to develop emergent qualities, i.e.,
characteristics not directly intended by any of the actors involved” and that “because there are
multiple points of pressure for change, it is difficult to predict the aggregate or cumulative
results” (Djelic and Quack, 2007:167-168). Taylor (2001) makes a distinction between
“machines” and “organisms”, wherein the former stand for stable and closed systems whose
design and teleology is external to their components, and the latter stand for open, complex
systems, whose parts are “reciprocally both causes and effects” (2001:85), which demonstrate
inner teleology and self-organisation, and whose “undecidable boundary” with the
environment enables self-reflexivity (2001:94). Being more than a sum of their parts complex
systems entail “more possibilities than the ones which are actualized” (Luhmann, 1997:72). If
we define social systems as such “organisms”, an analytical more than an ontological
qualification, we see social change and therefore crises and social movements as one among
many possibilities, not inevitable and not traceable to concrete conditions.
Nevertheless, our hands are proven not to be completely tied. What can be done is to
identify and describe post hoc the institutional and discursive fields in which action and
articulations of it are situated, as well as the ways through which actors use these multiple
fields, make meaning out of them and are constrained by them in their collective action. In
Melucci’s words:
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Contemporary movements, like all collective phenomena, bring together forms of
action that involve various levels of social structure. They entail different points of
view. They belong to different historic periods. What we must seek to understand
therefore is this multiplicity of synchronic and diachronic elements. (1994:106)
The small defeat, the incapability of social theory to provide generalizable blueprints for
contention is accompanied by a small victory, the promise that the more comprehensively a
social account describes the material and symbolic systems which actors bring together
during contention, the better can it explain the actions deployed.

A memory from the past and an image from the future
During this study I have argued for a reading of the December events as a structured
and structuring phenomenon. This means that as well as constrained and inspired by
structures of the past –and by past here I mean the moment before action is initiated–, the
December events also constrain and inspire the structures of the future –and by future I mean
the moment after action is concluded. Local and historic, global and synchronic forces, the
socio-political structural/cultural characteristics referred to in Chapter 2 which positioned
actors within favourable systems of legitimation, reinforcing systems of signification and
enabling/inviting systems of domination were in Chapter 4 transformed as a result of
collective interaction during the December events.
By describing therefore those systems in all their different moments (before, while and
after collective action) not only can we come closer to what happened, but we can also see an
image of the future. The polarization of Greek society, the social capital and institutions
which the December events generated, the change in social norms and systems of meaning
which they set in motion cannot be undone. Although the transformation was emergent,
unintentional and unpredictable, it was nevertheless one of the possibilities entailed within the
past and a process which opened up new paths for the future while eliminating others. In
Bourdieu’s words:
What appears to us today as self-evident, as beneath consciousness and choice, has
quite often been the stake of struggles and instituted only as the result of dogged
confrontations between dominant and dominated groups. The major effect of historical
evolution is to abolish history by relegating to the past, that is, to the unconscious, the
lateral possibles that it eliminated (1998: 56-7).
To take this argument one step further, the December events also constitute an example
of a new social movement, of the delegation of old social movements to the past and of the
emergence of new means, goals and representations for contention. Although contention is
not a new phenomenon but has always been representing competing logics which are inherent
in all societies, only now is it organised in such a decentralized and networked way, evading
the State and resisting processes of social atomization; which has made scholars speak of
“new social movements” (NSM). These characteristics, along with others elaborated in
Chapter 3 (mobility, reference to violence as a means of affection, multiplicity of identities,
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transnational reach, creation of an alternative public sphere through new media, return to
community, demand for intimacy, inclusion, solidarity and communication) are claimed here
to be structured through, by and against the transformation of space, time and language in the
“network society”. Through the resources of network society (new media, mobility,
transformation of the role of the state) and the representations of the network society
(multiplicity of identities constructed through the multiplicity of languages, logic of
networking), the demands against network society are being expressed (inclusion, solidarity
and community).
In this sense the December events and what they have left behind simultaneously
constitute and image of the Greek future and of the future of social movements. If during this
research I have aimed for a thorough description of all the systems active before, during and
after the December events, this was done so that through description this image would appear
on paper.
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Appendix I
Athens
The count of contentious events which occurred in Athens between 6 December 2008
and 31 January 2009 is based on: a personal archive of four daily newspapers (Avgi, To
Vima, Ta Nea, Eleutherotypia) collected over the period from 8 to 24 December 2008, the
electronic archive of the Athens Independent Media Center (Indymedia.org), the electronic
archive of In news (In.gr), thirteen weblogs of occupations of public buildings (Occupied
Economics and Business Faculty, Occupied Law Faculty and Occupied Polytechnic Faculty,
occupied town halls of Agios Dimitrios, Halandri, and Peristeri, occupied municipal
cafeterias of New Smyrni and Zografou, Occupied Cultural Club of New Filadelfeia,
Occupied Headquarters of the Confederation of Greek Workers, Occupied Headquarters of
the Athens Journalists Union, Irida Squat, Free National Opera House), as well as the weblogs
of the Haunt of Albanian Immigrants and the Haunt of Immigrants, the weblog of the
Occupation of the blog of the Coordinating body of Schools ‘Alexandros Grigoropoulos’, the
weblogs of the free parks of Nauarinou and Patissiwn/Kuprou, and the weblogs of the
Occupied Drama School of the National Theatre and the Occupied School of Fine Arts. It is
also based on personal semi-structured interviews or informal conversations with participants
in the events.
06/12: Riots spur in the Exarcheia neighbourhood and in the centre of Athens. The
Polytechnic Faculty, the Law Faculty and the Economics and Business Faculty are occupied
by around 1,000 people from anarchist and leftist groups.
07/12: In the morning clashes with the police erupt in the centre. Molotov bombs are thrown
from the Economic and Business Faculty and Polytechnic Faculty occupations.
A mass demonstration from the Archaeological Museum towards the Headquarters Police
Department of Athens splits in half and rioting resumes.
There is an attack on the police station of Exarcheia.
Damages: 24 banks, 35 shops, 22 private cars, 12 residences, 63 garbage bins, 7 bus stops,
and 1 local office of New Democracy, 2 supermarkets, 3 car dealerships, Ministry of
Environment, Urban Planning and Development. 11 civilians wounded, 3 policemen
wounded, and 25 arrested. 2 detained.
8/12: Thousands of pupils gather in the center of Athens in front of the Parliament and
demonstrate until the Athens Police Headquarters.
Pupils attack the police stations with rocks in the neighbourhoods of Patissia and Galatsi.
In the aristocratic neighbourhood of Kolonaki thirty people attack with Molotov bombs the
Diplomatic Academy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
In Piraeus 300 pupils, students and anarchist groups gather out of the Police Department, they
firebomb 30 police vehicles, police motorcycles and garbage bins, and damage the Ministry
of Commercial Shipping, Aegean and Island Politics.
KKE (Communist Party of Greece) and SYRIZA (Coalition of the Radical Left party)
organise separate demonstrations in the centre of Athens.
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A separate demonstration is organised by affinity groups, pupils and students.
Riots resume during the night: clashes with police, fires and damages in University buildings,
Agricultural Bank and Millennium Bank, theatre Rex, Hotel Titania, food shops. The
Christmas tree is firebombed. One gun store is looted, one fire fighting vehicle is occupied
and damaged. The Zara is was burnt, 2 shops of the National Bank, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, and the Ministry of Economics, the Athens Plaza Hotel, the National
Telecommunications department in Exarheia. 14 banks destroyed, 20 cars, 47 shops, 49 office
buildings.
In Piraeus the Justice Mansion is firebombed, while clashes with police continue, and parents
gather out of the Police Department to reclaim their children.
The Pan Hellenic Federation of University Instructional Personnel initiates a three-day strike.
9/12: Clashes with the police continue in the morning, and the theatre Alpha, and the court of
the Archaeological Museum are on fire.
130 adductions and 70 arrests until the first hours of the morning. Until the first hours of the
morning 12 policemen had been wounded from Molotov bombs, clubs, marbles, stones,
swords and knives.
One day strike is declared by the teachers’ union.
Pupils, students and teachers demonstrate towards the Parliament.
PASOK (Pan-Hellenic Socialist Party) organises pacifist assemblies in the neighbourhoods.
ADEDY (High Administration of Public Servants Unions) declares a half-day strike.
Clashes with the police break out outside the funeral of Alexis Grigoropoulos in the
neighbourhood of Faliro. A police officer fires several times in the air.
In the neighbourhoods of Nea Smyrni and in Faliro rioting and clashes with the police break
out.
In the Zefiri Roma camps the Police Department is ambushed by a burning van.
10/12: General strike is initiated by the labour Unions (schools, transportation and services to
protest against the economic measures of the government).
Pupils’ demonstration in front of the Parliament ends up in riots.
Rally in front of the Athens court where the two special guards were testifying behind closed
doors, ends up in clashes with the police.
402 damages shops, 32 destroyed shops, 50 million euros cost just in Athens, 1,000 garbage
bins, 30 burnt cars, 100 destroyed public buildings and banks, 3 theatres and cinemas.
Looted commerce is redistributed to people on the streets.
11/12: 20 police stations are attacked by pupils all over Athens
Pupils attack the MAT (riot police units) in front of the Korydallos Prisons
Pupils gather in an all night long rally in front of the Parliament
12/12: Pupils’ demonstration from the Central University Building ends up in clashes
Demonstration by PAME (All Workers Militant Front) starts in Omonoia Square
A separate demonstration by anarchists groups takes place during the afternoon.
The police Department of Petroupolis is attacked
The instructional personnel of the University of Athens holds a rally against violence in front
of the Central University Building.
Anarchists cause damages in the office of Alexis Kougias, defense councillor of the special
guard tried for the death of Alexis Grigoropoulos
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Until now 176 arrests (100 foreigners), 258 adductions (56 foreigners), 24 detained and 32
prosecuted (45 for arson and violence against police, 131 for damaging and looting stores).
Pupils from the suburban neighbourhood of Agia Paraskeui blockade the Mesogeiwn Avenue.
Sit-in occurs in the radio station Flash
The town hall of the suburban municipality Agios Dimitrios is occupied by local affinity
groups and will serve from now on as a social center
Occupation of the old town hall of the suburban municipality of Halandri, which will serve
from now on as a social center
“Revolutionary Race” with bicycles in the Exarcheia District is organised.
13/12: Pupils hold a pacifist all night long rally in front of the Parliament with candles, music
and songs.
Rally by the Exarcheia Residents Initiative, along with pupils in the place where Alexis
Grigoropoulos was killed with music and candles ends up in street fighting, barricades and an
attack to the Exarcheia police station.
Affinity groups distribute info flyers in the entertainment zones of Gkazi and Psiri calling
people to a spontaneous demonstration, which results in clashes, damages to banks and CCTV
cameras.
A bank in the neighbourhood of Ampelokipoi is firebombed.
During the night street fight breaks out in the suburban neighbourhood of Kalamaki: Molotov
bombs and explosives are thrown at the General Bank, Agricultural Bank, National Bank and
City Bank, at the offices of New Democracy, the supermarket Sklavenitis and an OTE shop.
In the neighbourhood of Patissia two shops of the National Bank are firebombed.
In Exarcheia a supermarket is looted and its products are redistributed to people on the streets.
14/12: Sit protest is held in the square where Alexis Grigoropoulos was killed, by pupils and
members of the Exarcheia Residents Initiative. A committee hands in an application to the
municipality requesting the renaming of the street Javela, into street Alexis Grigoropoulos.
Sit-ins occur in the radio stations Athens 9,84, Best, En Leuko and Village.
The “Galaxias” municipal cafeteria in the suburban neighbourhood of New Smirni is
occupied by local affinity groups and will serve from now on as an info-point.
The municipal cafeteria of the neighbourhood of Zografou is occupied by local affinity
groups and will serve from now on as an info café.
15/12: Thousands of pupils gather outside the Athens Police Headquarters. Firstly they hand
flowers to the policemen. When the police sprays with tear gas, they threw rocks, yogurts and
flour to the police.
Pupils throw rocks at the MAT outside the Korydallos prisons.
Pupils protest outside the Ministry of Education in Marousi.
Rally occurs outside the Central Athens Courthouse by affinity groups.
A supermarket is looted in the neighbourhood of Exarcheia and its commerce is redistributed
to people on the streets.
Pacifist rally of musicians’ bands in front of the Parliament gets attacked by police forces
Peaceful demonstration organised by New left Stream, the Workers Revolutionary Party and
the Law School Occupation (2,500 people) marches in front of the Central University
Building. The Haunt of Albanian Immigrants participates in the demonstration.
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In front of the Central University Building members of the ASOEE occupation distribute
pamphlets, destroy the cancelling tickets mechanisms of the metro and spray buses in favour
of free public transportation
After midnight three banks (Marfin Egnateia, Agricultural and Piraeus Bank) are firebombed
in the suburban neighbourhood of Dafni.
16/12: Rally takes place in front of the police station of Exarcheia by the Exarcheia Residents
Initiative and pupils. They demand the abolition of special police forces from Exarheia, the
disarmament of the police and the abolition of chemical and tear gas used by police in the
neighbourhood.
Decentralized protest in neighbourhoods, blockages of the central arteries, blockages of police
stations and distribution of info flyers in the neighbourhoods is organised by the Coordinating
Body of Schools ‘Alexandros Grigoropoulos’.
Intervention takes place in the set of the state channel NET during broadcasting, by a group of
50 people bearing banners with the inscriptions “Stop watching, go to the streets”, “Freedom
to every one of us”, “Immediate Release of all the arrested”.
A police cage in the neighbourhood of Ampelokipoi is attacked with petrol bombs.
The cultural center of the suburban neighbourhood of Nea Filadelfeia is occupied by local
affinity groups.
Demonstration takes place in the suburban neighbourhood of Agios Dimitrios
17/12 in.gr: Pupils’ gather in front of the Central Athens Courthouse.
Demonstration is organised by PAME in the centre of Athens.
A large banner with the word Resistance in four languages and a banner with the inscription
“European Day of Solidarity – 18 December 2008 – Everyone in the streets” are hang from
the Acropolis.
The Headquarters of the General Confederation of Greek Workers (GSEE) is occupied by
workers’ affinity groups, demanding the release of the revolt’s prisoners and expressing the
workers’ solidarity to the youth’s uprise.
In the central square of Capnikarea students from the Occupied School of Fine Arts break
their TVs, spray with stencil around the square “are you missing the careless days?” and paint
Xs with red lipstick on the mouths of the pedestrians, in a performance against media
violence.
Pupil Giwrgos Paplwmatas gets injured by shooting during a small assembly in the suburban
neighbourhood of Peristeri.
18/12: Big pan-educational demonstration against police violence by students, pupils and
instructors marches in the centre of Athens
KKE (Communist Party of Greece) holds a separate demonstration in Omonoia Square
Students of the Occupied Drama School of the National Theatre distribute Activist Christmas
Carols in the centre of Athens
In the afternoon an anti-racist demonstration starts from Sintagma Square initiated by 15
migration societies, and 40 other agencies.
In the evening the premiere of the National Theatre Performance Roberto Tsucko is
interrupted by an intervention of 40 students of the Drama School of the National Theatre
with a banner bearing the inscription “Since you have deactivated your mobiles, activate your
consciousness”.
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19/12: The General Confederation of Greek Workers (GSEE) and the High Administration of
Public Servants Unions (ADEDY) protest outside the Parliament against police, state and
economic violence.
Big Night Concert of solidarity takes place in front of the Central University Building
organised by the Coordinating Pupils Body and the Coordinating Body of University
Occupations.
The count of occupied schools and University Faculties reaches 800 and 140 respectively.
2,500 pupils and students march in the suburban neighbourhood of Peristeri, where the pupil
Giwrgos Paplwmatas was wounded by shooting two days ago
Demonstration by PAME marches in the suburban neighbourhood of Agios Antonios
In the evening fifteen theatre performances are interrupted by students of the Occupied Drama
School of the National Theatre handing flyers calling people to go to the streets and texts of
Tennessee Williams about totalitarian regimes.
Intervention is carried out by the Occupation of the Economic School and the Occupation of
GSEE in OTE (National Telecommunications) and MRB (gallop company), to inform
workers about their rights.
A demonstration takes place in the neighbourhood of Aegaleo, where 100 people from local
affinity groups attack police stations and smash banks and multinational businesses
20/12: Demonstration organised by the Commission against the Convention of the EU on
Migration and Asylumn marches in the central streets of Athens
Students of the Occupied School of Fine Arts throw rotten meat and garbage bags on the
Christmas tree.
During the “Global day of Solidarity and Action against State Terror” self-organized actions
and protests take place in 10 neighbourhoods of Athens (Keratsini, Petralwna, Gkyzi, N.
Smyrni, Agios Dimitrios, Peristeri, Centre, Halandri, Vyrwnas)
21/12: A demonstration organised by the Occupation of GSEE marches towards the
Polytechnic Faculty, demanding the release of the arrested of the revolt.
The night of the 20th to the 21st the riots resume with street fighting, burning of garbage bins
near the Polytechnic Faculty, damage in the ‘Teiresias’ Enterprise (Banking Information
Systems) building, firebombing at police cars.
Demonstration takes place in the neighbourhood of Ilion, followed by attacks at banks and
shops, a loud speaker intervention and the decoration of a Christmas tree with police officers
as ornaments in the central square of the neighbourhood
22/12: Concert takes place in the Polytechnic Faculty in solidarity with the arrested of the
revolt
The town hall of the suburban neighbourhood of Peristeri is occupied by local affinity groups
and will serve from now on as a social centre
A fake Santa Clause is symbolically attacked an burnt in the suburban neighbourhood of
Filothei
Twenty-five people (among whom, seventeen minors) are prosecuted under counter-terrorism
law in the city of Larissa
23/12: A demonstration by 1,000 students and pupils marches in the centre of Athens
Pupils protest in front of the Ministry of Education in Marousi.
The tires of a MAT (riot police unit) cage in the district of Goudi are shot with Kalashnikovs.
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Explosive mechanism sets off in front of the Offices of the extreme right-wing party LAOS
(Popular Orthodox Rally), in the suburban neighbourhood of Aegaleo.
24/12: Intervention takes place by anarchist and affinity groups in the central district of
Monastiraki demanding the release of the arrested and the closing of the shops so that workers
can go home
25/12: Demonstration marches towards the Ministry of Employment by workers unions in
solidarity with K. Kuneva, immigrant syndicalist and general secretary of the Panattic Union
of Cleaners and Domestic Personnel attacked with sulphuric acid in front of her house
27/12: The central offices of HSAP (Athens Piraeus Electric Railways) are occupied in
solidarity with K. Kuneva.
Rally of 150 workers takes place in front of the Euaggelismos Hospital, where K. Kuneva is
being treated.
29/12: A demonstration in Piraeus and an action with stencil and graffiti on the walls and
carriages of HSAP stations and trains are declared in solidarity with K. Kuneva
A demonstration and protest takes place in front of the Israeli Embassy against the war in
Gaza
An intervention takes place in the commercial centre “The Mall”, where info flyers against
consumerism are distributed to buyers, while some of the people play football with Christmas
ornaments.
The University Cinema Club “Irida” is occupied by students’ affinity groups.
A demonstration takes place in the suburban neighbourhood of Zografou.
31/12: The 31st of December is declared a Day of Electronic Civil Disobedience in solidarity
with Greece by the “Hackers against Oppression”
Loud speaker intervention takes place in the central HSAP station of Omonoia in solidarity
with K. Kuneva
03/01: Demonstration by Palestinian societies along with anarchist and leftist groups against
the war in Gaza marches in front of the Israeli Embassy
Two separate demonstrations by KKE and SYRIZA against the war in Gaza march during
different hours in front of the Israeli Embassy
Demonstration in solidarity to K. Kuneva takes place in the neighbourhood of Petralona
04/01: Rally occurs in front of the Israeli embassy against the war in Gaza
05/01: Gunmen with submachine guns, assault rifles and grenades attack a police unit
injuring a police officer near the Culture Ministry, in the Exarcheia district.
08/01: The cultural centre of the suburban neighbourhood of Vyrwnas is occupied by local
affinity groups
09/01: Large pupils’, students’, and instructors’ demonstrations take place in Athens -and all
over Greece- in memorial of the teacher Nikos Temponeras, a teacher assassinated by the
President of the New Democracy Youth during the students’ mobilizations against
privatization of education in 1991. Sixty adductions (among them twelve lawyers of the legal
support team), police violence against media crews and lawyers is the result of the
demonstration in Athens
Spontaneous rally in front of the Athens Police Headquarters follows the demonstration
demanding the release of the arrested.
Demonstration against the war in Gaza is organised by KKE.
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10/01: Demonstration against the war in Gaza marches in front of the Israeli Embassy.
The headquarters of ESHEA (Athens Journalists Union) is occupied by journalists’ affinity
groups.
11/01: An anti-racist demonstration starts from Omonoia and marches through the central
streets of Athens
14/01: The municipal cafeteria of the suburban neighbourhood of Zografou is occupied by
local affinity groups
15/01: The group “Revolutionary Struggle” takes responsibility of the assaults on the two
officers shot on January 5th and for the shooting of the police cage in Goudi on December
23rd, with a proclamation sent to the weekly political newspaper “Pontiki”.
A large demonstration in Astakos and a blockage of the port of Astakos ask the cancelling of
the U.S. shipment from Astakos to Israel.
22/01: Demonstration takes place in the centre of Athens in solidarity with K. Kuneva
28/01: The National Opera Theatre is occupied for nine days
31/01: Free performance with live music inside the Opera Theatre comes out to Akadimias
Avenue and protests with music and dancing
On 04/02 the first open assembly and protest takes place in the municipal park of Patision
Avenue and Kyprou street against the effort of the municipality to cut down the trees. After a
series of protest events against the municipalities plans for demolition of the park, the park
functions today as an autonomous “free” park, governed by its open assembly.
On 28/02 starts the construction of the autonomous park of Nauarinou, in the Exarcheia
district, by Exarcheia residents.
On 19/03 a new squat opens in Patision Avenue and Scaramanga street.
03/02: A police-station in Korydallos is assaulted with automatic weapons and grenades.
An explosive device made out of gas canister detonates outside a police station in Aegaleo
An explosive device detonates outside the office of Minister of Agriculture, S. Tsitouridis.
06/02: The group “Sect of Revolutionaries” claims responsibility of the attack at the police
station in Korydallos of February 3rd through a disc found on Alexis Grigoropoulos grave.
25/02: A hand-grenade is thrown inside the “Haunt of Immigrants” in the Exarcheia district.
18/03: A new force of 3,000 police officers on motor-cycles start 24-hour patrols in the center
of Athens.
20/03: The attorney-general of the Supreme Court Y. Sanidas, orders the investigation and
eviction of occupied private or public buildings throughout Greece.
03/04: Two police-officers get shot and wounded by two men on motorcycle in the Kypseli
district.
23/04: The Minister of Justice, N. Dendias introduces project of law in Parliament, which
includes clauses for the criminalization of “hood-bearing”, that is, heavier penalties for
wearing a hood when committing the crimes of robbery, assault during public assembly,
bodily assault or damage of property, as well as the direct indictment of revilement against a
public official.
28/04: The Academic Asylum is violated when police forces enter the University grounds in
Zografou, after clashes between fans of football teams.
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10/05: Members of the “Golden Dawn” fascist organization attack the old building of the
Court of Appeals which is currently squatted by legal and undocumented immigrants.
18/05: A barrage of arson attacks takes place in Athens against firms supplying military and
security equipment.
03/06: Guard posts outside the Secretariat General of Information and Communication are
attacked with Molotov cocktails.
17/06: Policeman gets shot and killed outside the home of a key prosecution witness.
18/06: Tropology of the law 3386/2005 on Migration is voted in Parliament, according to
which foreigners having been prosecuted (regardless of conviction) for a crime punished with
more than 3 months of jail are considered “a risk to public order and security” and therefore a
candidate to expulsion (article 76, par.1). Moreover according to the tropology, the time limit
of detention before deportation is extended to eighteen months (article 76, par.3).
25/06: The group “Sect of Revolutionaries” takes responsibility of the killing of the policeofficer on June 16th with a proclamation sent to the daily newspaper ‘Ta Nea’.
30/06: The National Telecommunications Organization sues the National Network of
Research and Technology, which support the networks of academic institutions by providing
them with optic fibres, for being the provider of the National Polytechnic School of Athens
which hosts the website Athens.Indymedia.org
02/07: Explosive device detonates under the parked car of the President of State Council, P.
Pikramenos.
08/07: Members of the Golden Dawn Fascist group attack with Molotov bombs an anti-racist
demonstration (against the recent measures of the government against migration), with the
tolerance of police forces.
09/07: Members of the Golden Dawn fascist organization attack the old anarchist squat “Villa
Amalias” with Molotov bombs.
10/07: Gunmen shoot police bus, while policemen are still inside it.
Drive by assault with guns injures three immigrants.
12/07: Police forces demolish the large camp of Afghani refugees in the port of Patras.
11/07: Bomb explodes outside the house of the former Minister of Interior, P. Hinofotis.
16/07: Pakistani immigrant is attacked and beaten by police officer inside the Pakistani
Embassy in Athens.

Syros
The count of contentious events which occurred in Syros between 6 December 2008 and
31January 2009 is based on the electronic archive of the Athens Independent Media Centre
(Indymedia.org), on the electronic archive of the daily newspaper of Syros “Koini Gnwmi”
[Public Opinion] from 8 December until 15 of January, on the weblog of the Students’
Association of the Aegean University in Syros (Faculty of Products and Systems Design), on
the website of the “React Festival”, and on personal semi-structured interviews or informal
conversations with the participants in the events.
6/12: Spontaneous demonstration starts from the cafeteria “Boem” and marches through the
roads of the city, spraying with stencil “3 bullets for 1 words” and painting graffiti
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7/12: Students of the Aegean University of Syros march towards the police station of Syros.
8/12: The Faculty of Engineers of Products and Systems Design is occupied by the students
Pupils march to the Headquarters of the police division of South Aegean
9/12: Demonstration takes place in the center of Syros, by pupils, students and instructional
personnel and members of the municipal administration
The Central Cyclades Police Division and one Alpha bank in the central square of Syros are
attacked and damaged
10/12: A demonstration by pupils, students, instructional personnel and residents marches to
the Central Police Cyclades Division in Syros where the demonstrators throw oranges and
eggs to the police officers
Workers strike in line with the GSEE-ADEDY General Strike, and workers and pensioners
march with their unions in the center of Syros
Cars tiers are torn in the centre of Syros.
11/12: The Prefecture of South Aegean is occupied by students with the support of most of
the civil servants working in it and pupils.
14/12: Pupils organise a concert in memorial of Alexis Grigoropoulos in the Central Square
of Syros
15/12: Intervention in the official site of the Aegean University so that it directs to the weblog
of the University Occupation is carried out by students
Pupils and students protest in front of the Prefecture
18/12: Demonstration takes place in the center of Syros with the participation of students,
pupils and instructional personnel
Delegation of students meet the General Secretary of the Prefecture of South Aegean to give
their demands
24/12: Anti-Christmas Tree Intervention in the Central Square of Syros is organised by
students
09/01: Demonstration against state terror is organised by students
12-01: The Students’ Association of the University of Syros distributes a four-page pamphlet
“The real Public Opinion”, as counter-information against an article of the local newspaper
“Public Opinion” criticizing the students’ struggle.
13-15/02: The students of the Faculty of Syros organise a three day festival with video-art,
installations, sculpture, painting, street art, theatre and dance, called “React Festival: Breaking
our Cages”.

Naxos
The count of contentious events which occurred in Naxos between 6 December 2008 and 31
January 2009 is based on the electronic archive of the Athens Independent Media Centre
(Indymedia.org) and on personal semi-structured interviews or informal conversations with
the participants in the events.
8/12: An assembly outside the High School leads to a demonstration towards the police
station where the pupils throw eggs at the police. A banner is hanged outside the High School,
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declaring the death of Alexis Grigoropoulos. The High School and Gymnasium of the capital
and of the Gymnasiums of the municipalities of Filwti and Tragaia are occupied by the pupils.
24/12: A loud speaker intervention of counter information is carried out by the Autonomous
Initiative of Naxos in solidarity to the detained and indicted of the revolt and info flyers are
distributed to the people on the streets.

Kea
The count of contentious events which occurred in Kea between 6 December 2008 and 31
January 2009 is based on personal semi-structured interviews or informal conversations with
the participants in the events.
9/12: A small peaceful assembly of pupils takes place in the capital of Kea, Ioulida, with the
slogan “freedom and education”.

Abroad
The count of contentious events which occurred abroad between 6 December 2008 and 31
January 2009 is based on the electronic archive of the Athens Independent Media Centre
(Indymedia.org), and on the weblog Non-Fides (a chronicle of the solidarity actions abroad)
as well as on personal semi-structured interviews or informal conversations with the
participants in the events.
7/12: Rally in front of the Greek Embassy in Zagreb.
Attack of the Greek Consulate in Cologne (Germany).
Solidarity rally in Berlin.
8/12: Rally in front of the Greek Embassy in Paris.
Occupation of the Greek Embassies in Berlin and London.
Direct actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Lisbon.
9/12: Rallies in front of Greek Consulates and Embassies in Bern, Warsaw, Dublin and Paris.
Direct actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Brussels, Berlin and Lisbon.
Solidarity rally in Nijmegen (Netherlands).
Intervention (flyer distribution) in Constance (Germany).
10/12: Rallies/demonstrations in front of Greek Consulates and Embassies in Grenoble
(France), Santiago Chile, Bordeaux (France), Turin (Italy), Naples (Italy), Florence (Italy),
Poznań (Poland), Sofia, Madrid, Cologne, Bratislava and Paris.
Direct Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Bristol (UK), Erlangen (Germany),
Madrid and St-Gilles (Belgium).
Attacks of Greek Consulates and Embassies in Moscow, Milan, New-York, Rome, Istanbul
Solidarity demonstrations in Seville (Spain), Copenhagen, Bologna, Ravensburg (Germany)
and Paris.
Occupations of Greek Embassies and Consulates in Oslo, Paris and Nantes (France).
Solidarity rallies in Barcelona, Grenada (Spain), Burgos (Spain), Venice (Italy), Toledo
(Spain) and Brussels.
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Interventions in San Francisco (USA).
11/12: Rallies in front of Greek Consulates and Embassies in Bucharest, Stockholm, New
York and Bratislava.
Direct Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Brussels, Izmir (Turkey), Rosario
(Argentina) and Bordeaux (France).
Attack of the Greek Embassy in Melbourne (Australia).
Solidarity demonstrations in Saarbrücken (Germany), Nuremberg (Germany), Edinburg,
Florence (Italy) and Moscow.
Occupation of the Greek Consulate in Catania (Italy).
Solidarity rally in London.
12/12: Rallies/demonstrations in front of Greek Consulates and Embassies in Trieste (Italy),
Grenoble, Cosenza (Italy), Catanzaro (Italy), Frankfurt (Germany), Wellington, Perugia
(Italy), Hague (Netehrlands), Paris and Moscow.
Direct Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Barcelona (Spain), Lisbon, Grenada,
Brussels and Amsterdam.
Solidarity demonstrations in Magdeburg (Germany), Vienna, Olympia (USA) and Paris.
Occupations of the Greek Consulates in Ancona (Italy), Lugano (Italy) and Turin (Italy).
Interventions (flyer distribution) in Munich (Germany) and in Bratislava.
13/12: Rallies in front of Greek Consulates and Embassies in Melbourne, Saint Petersburg,
Nantes, Kiev, Birmingham, Moscow, Chicago (USA), Luxembourg, Bern, Skopje, Helsinki
and Buenos Aires.
Direct Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Dijon (France), Vancouver (Canada),
Berlin and Bristol (UK).
Attack of the Greek Consulate in Geneva (Switzerland).
Solidarity demonstrations in Münster (Germany), Barcelona, Stockholm, Leeds (UK) and
Paris.
14/12: Rallies in front of Greek Consulates and Embassies in Bilbao (Spain) and La Coruña
(Spain).
Attack of the Greek Consulate in Boston (USA).
Solidarity demonstration in Esslingen (Germany).
Solidarity rallies in Hannover, Milwaukee (USA), Wroclaw (Poland), Toulouse (France),
Toledo, London and Montreal (Canada).
15/12: Rallies in front of Greek Consulates and Embassies in San Pedro (Costa Rica) and
Perugia (Italy).
Attack at Greek Embassy in Montevideo.
Solidarity demonstrations in Gent (Belgium), Madrid, Izmir and Paris.
Solidarity assembly in Zurich (Switzerland).
Direct actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Setúbal (Portugal).
Occupations of the Greek Embassies and Consulates in Buenos Aires (Argentina) and Ancona
(Italy).
16/12: Rallies in front of Greek Consulates in Boston and Montreal.
Solidarity assembly in Prague.
17/12: Rally in front of the Greek Embassy in London.
Solidarity demonstration in Oaxaca (Mexico).
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Direct Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in New York and Amsterdam.
18/12: Assembly in front of the Greek Embassy in Seoul.
Direct actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Turin.
Solidarity demonstrations in Berlin, New York, Skopje and Amsterdam.
Solidarity assembly in Edinburg.
19/12: Rally in front of the Greek Embassy in Mexico City.
Direct Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Schaerbeek (Belgium), Saragossa
(Spain), Fort Collins (USA) and Hannover.
Solidarity demonstrations in Helsinki, Toledo (USA).
Attack of the Greek Embassy in Helsinki.
20/12: Global Day of Action against State Terror.
Direct Actions in Paris, Oshkosh (USA), Amsterdam, Rome, Geneva, Denver (USA),
Bologna, Omaha (USA), Frederick (USA), Oklahoma (USA), Krasnoyarsk (Siberia), Saratov
(Russia), London, Minsk and Saint Petersburg (Russia).
Solidarity demonstrations in Naples (Italy), San Francisco, Barcelona, Boston, Barnaul
(Siberia), Dublin, New York, Lisbon, Hamburg, Wroclaw, Minsk, Belo Horizonte (Brazil),
Minneapolis (USA), Nicosia, Lyon, Lecce (Italy), Portland (USA), Milan, Toulouse,
Reykjavik, Istanbul, Melbourne, Warsaw, Frankfurt, Paris, Eugene (USA), Rome, London,
Ankara, Brussels, Flensburg (Germany) and Izmir.
Solidarity Rallies in Valladolid (Spain), Saint-Louis (USA), Tyumen (Siberia), Kiev, Irkoutsk
(Siberia), Montauban (France), Bilbao, Omsk (Russia), Ljubljana, Naples, Santa Barbara
(USA), Katowice (Poland), Cardiff (UK), Nuuk (Greenland), Pamplona (Spain), Porto
(Portugal), Brest (France) and Leiden.
Interventions in Amadora (Portugal), Leiden, Iowa City (USA), Bilbao, Poitiers (France) and
Modesto (USA).
Rallies in front of Greek Embassies and Consulates in Washington DC, Erevan (Armenia),
Sao Paolo (Brazil), Belgrade, Ankara, Strasbourg, Mexico City, Copenhagen, Odessa
(Ukraine), Grenoble, Zagreb, Atlanta (USA), London, New York and Toronto.
Occupations of the Greek Consulate in Zurich.
Attack of the Greek Consulate in Perugia (Italy).
21/12: Solidarity demonstration in Paris.
Attack of the Greek Embassy in Buenos Aires.
Direct Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in St-José (Belgium) and Lancy (Geneva).
22/12: Direct Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Milwaukee.
23/12: Direct Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Ilmenau (Germany).
24/12: Directs Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Milan and Bochum (Germany).
Rally in front of the Greek Embassy in Sarajevo.
27/12: Information night in Rotterdam (Netherlands).
28/12: Solidarity rally in Bialystok (Poland).
29/12: Solidarity demonstration in Bonn (Germany).
30/12: Attack of the Greek Embassy in Montevideo.
31/12: Directs Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in Rovereto (Italy), Alessandria
(Italy) and La Spezia (Italy).
01/01: Directs Actions in solidarity with the Greek uprise in London.
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03/01: Reclaim the streets solidarity demonstration in Lausanne (Switzerland).
06/01: Intervention in Split (Croatia).
09/01: Assembly in front of the Greek Consulate in Bogota (Colombia).
25/01: Solidarity event in Cairo.
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Appendix II
Photographs, Print Material and Street Art from the “React Festival: We Break our Cages”.
Syros, February 13-15.

Figure 1 : Stencil in the streets of Syros. Picture taken for the “React Festival: We break our
cages”. February 2009.

Figure 2: Armoury. Installation outside the building of the Aegean University in Syros for the
“React Festival: We Break our cages”. February 2009.
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Figure 3: Armoury. Installation outside the building of the Aegean University in Syros for the
“React Festival: We Break our cages”. February 2009.

Figure 4: Stencil in the streets of Syros: “3 bullets for 1 word”. Picture taken for the “React
Festival: We break our cages”. February 2009.
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Figure 5: Picture taken for the “React Festival: We break our cages”. February 2009.

Figure 6: Poster: “15 year-old child dead by a cop. And they only care about money. Ricochet
your rage on them. It is apparently justified”. Print for the “React Festival: We Break our
Cages”. February 2009.
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Figure 7: Collage for the “React Festival: We Break our Cages”. February 2009.

Figure 8: Picture taken for the “React Festival: We break our cages”. February 2009.
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